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“The landscape represents open space that enables self-recognition, a remedy

With regional act no. 5 of 27 February 2017, Lombardy Regional Government

for the spatial disorientation generated by places with no identity, relationship or

made an official commitment to promote understanding of our environment,

history.” With these words Annibale Salsa reiterated his plea to prevent mountain

the landscape, and cultural heritage, develop the attractiveness of rural areas

settlements, which have been abandoned throughout history, from being

on the plains, in the hills and mountains, develop walking and mountain

swallowed up by neglect and desolation.

climbing activities, publicise forms of environmentally-friendly tourism, and

As a result, the footpaths in this new, up-to-date Manual acquire a significance to

support path maintenance operations. It does this through the organisation

add to their own history.

Rete Escursionistica Lombarda (Lombardy Walking Network).

Renato Aggio
Chairman of CAI
Lombardy Region

By enabling access and encouraging the development of footpaths, they
become the tool for making an impact in mountain landscapes, where these are

This publication has been produced in conjunction with the Club Alpino Italiano

defined as human creations and very distinct from the natural environment by

footpath and cartography department (SOSEC), and provides a necessary

comparison, if at all.

update to Handbook 1: Footpaths - Organisation, Maintenance and Signage,

With this in mind, the purpose of Club Alpino Italiano, established in legislation

which has guided and trained a multitude of volunteers for years in their work

to chart, implement and maintain footpaths, is destined to acquire increasing

along the footpaths of Italy.

importance in today’s society, with hundreds of generous, unassuming
volunteers who are committed to the task in hand.

The reason for the update is the participation of Club Alpino Italiano -

This is why what were once routes that followed patterns of valleys and ridges,

Lombardy Regional Government in the joint Swiss-Italian project, Upkeep the

seeking the best way through, have become an opportunity for promoting

Alps, which aims to train people involved in the management of the Lombardy

mindful tourism that seeks to understand and discover at a slower pace, in

walking network in various roles to maintain, develop and map out new paths,

districts that would otherwise be depopulated.

providing them with an indispensable body of information.

The coincidental publication of this Manual and the Sentiero Italia CAI project

Heartfelt thanks go to the group volunteers who have worked with patience

to collate great historic paths and identify new trails, which will be invaluable

and professionalism to make the update and publication of the new edition of

for uniting all regions of the country, is especially significant and illustrates the

this important Manual possible.

extensive work which has silently enabled the footpaths not only to survive, but
also, and especially, to look towards a positive, hopeful future for our mountains.
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Preface
Footpath work group from the Upkeep the Alps project.

The basis of this Manual is the handbook FOOTPATHS - Organisation, Signage
and Maintenance, a training tool on Italy’s footpaths that provided a reference
for over two decades for numerous CAI experts and operators to name but
a few, in addition to public and government organisations. Published by the
Central Walking Commission in 1995, and updated in the 2003 and 2010
editions, the Handbook was the work of a group of experts with experience of
various regions, who gathered together at a round table coordinated by the
footpath work group from the Commission itself. As the latest edition is no
longer available, an update was required, starting with the new standards on
signage approved by the central CAI organisation in June 2015.

The section Assisted Paths and Equipped Routes (Via Ferratas) contains an
invaluable contribution from the qualified engineer Luca Biasi, who looks after
equipment maintenance plans on the relevant network for the association
Società degli Alpinisti Tridentini. Also included are technical and reference
standards, a brief overview of techniques and materials, and level of difficulty of
equipped routes (otherwise known as the Via Ferratas).

The Manual is the result of an initiative by CAI Lombardy as part of the joint
Swiss-Italian Upkeep the Alps project, with the support of the CAI footpaths
and cartography department, and is a continuation of the Footpath Handbook,
which provided the starting point and basis for the publication.

The last chapter, Working Towards A Quality Walking Network, is a new feature.
It aims to steer the commitment of CAI, and everyone looking to CAI for
guidance, towards objectives designed to achieve a quality walking network
in line with standard criteria, and a model of sustainability and environmental
compatibility in the locations involved. This would be extremely useful for
guiding operational choices in various areas, both to benefit visitors to areas
and the areas themselves.

There are numerous new features, including the definitions of footpath, route,
itinerary and long-distance route. Given that the general organisation of the
Italian walking network is fairly comprehensive, less space has been given to
planning in favour of updated signage, with the option of adding information
to signs, and advice on using the CAI LUOGHI 2.0 software and its considerable
potential for managing data and signs. A chapter has been dedicated to special
signage on long-distance Sentiero Italia CAI routes, and mixed-use paths.
Other route information has been included on winter signs for snowshoe trails,
Nordic walking activities and temporary signs.
In the chapter on footpath markings, operational techniques and tips
are further specified. With regard to work on the land, some examples of
conservation and restoration initiatives have been included for sections
covered in the CAI Manual 6 - FOOTPATHS: Restoration, Maintenance and
Signage (published in 1999 and no longer available).

Important instructions and guidelines follow on Training and Awareness, and
agreeing to look after and adopt footpaths, with an example of how members
can become involved.

The Manual closes with tables and documents inserted under Appendices,
provincial, regional and national reference standards, and the Lombardy
Regional Government’s Appendix of Standards, an extract that shows the
regional government’s regulations on winter signage for snowshoe routes and
using mixed-use paths.
We hope that this Manual, as a follow-up to the previous footpath handbooks,
is successful in its aim to provide a useful tool full of information, advice and
support to everyone, in their various roles, involved in the footpaths and the
walking network.
May these paths bring you much pleasure!

The sections entitled Mapping and Maps and Risks and Safety Instructions
introduce the corresponding manuals published by CAI Lombardia in
conjunction with SOSEC.
8
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1.6

The footpath
“In an ideal world,
the walker is entrusted
with the historic memory
of a heritage
shaped by toil,
sacriﬁce,
and the dogged determination
of mountain people.
More than any
other visitor to the
mountains, the walker
is tasked with
preserving this wealth
of cultural capital.”
Annibale Salsa

Throughout history,
footpaths have been the only way of
communicating and travelling over
land, providing an essential network
and constituting a pulsing vein in
the lives of most of the world’s
population.
The significant social and cultural
transformations of the twentieth
century led to the depopulation
of most marginal regions, and
mountain areas in particular.
Not only were dwellings, farmed
fields and terracing, which
had been painstakingly and
tenaciously constructed and
tended, all abandoned, but so
too was a network of footpaths
that had become unusable, due
to overgrown vegetation and
hydrogeological instability.

dealt with all aspects of visiting and
safeguarding mountain regions,
has recovered tens of thousands
of miles of footpaths thanks to
the heartfelt commitment of its
volunteers, and is now maintaining
them. In 1996, standard rules
were established on signage, and
organising and maintaining the
footpaths.
CAI’s commitment also focuses
on raising the awareness of public
organisations to recognise the
value of footpaths, their historic and
cultural significance, the importance
of protecting, maintaining and
developing them for social
purposes, and the need for them to
be legally recognised.

The gradual return to the mountains
and nature in recent decades has
demonstrated a need to be at one
with the natural environment. This
rediscovery is also a return to the
footpath and the inspiration it
brings to mind.
The footpath has acquired a
different function compared with
the past. Nowadays it constitutes
a necessary, if not crucial, factor
in becoming reacquainted with,
visiting, and understanding the
landscape and its environs.
Tourism linked to hiking activities
has gradually developed to include
hill regions and plains, and is crying
out for footpaths.
CAI, the association that has always
10
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1.1

Footpath, route, itinerary
Strictly speaking, footpaths are
natural, narrow tracks that develop
on plains, in hills or mountains,
through fields, rocks, or landscapes
that are natural or the result of
human intervention. They usually
develop naturally and gradually due
to being walked on by people and
animals. Along with cart tracks, mule
tracks, farm tracks and other types
of tracks used for hiking purposes,
footpaths make up the ‘routes’ that
contribute to the formation of the
walking network.
In activities ascribed to footpath
organisation, maintenance and
signage, the term footpath has
always been understood to refer to
the different types of tracks which,
taken together, form a walking
route. Both terms are therefore
used interchangeability, without
making any distinction between
them.
We have assigned a number to
the footpaths/routes identified
on the land, and inserted them
in a register of footpaths/routes
which constitutes the physical
infrastructure of a walking
network (just as a set of roads is a
road network infrastructure).
Obviously this physical
infrastructure (or walking network)
can be traversed in various ways,
depending on where we want to go
or what part we like visiting, using
all or part of one or more footpaths,
and walking for one day or as many
days as we wish. Each of these
methods of travelling through the

12

network constitutes an itinerary.
People can therefore create
their own itinerary by following
a footpath/route in its entirety,
partially, or by combining different
footpaths/routes together.
When an organisation (CAI or
similar) defines a possible itinerary
of several days, documents,
publicises and promotes it, it
is identified or promoted as a
‘long-distance itinerary’ (see longdistance itinerary under CAI
definitions in the subsequent
section).

CAI definitions
Club Alpino Italiano (CAI) has
adopted the following definitions
of footpath types on the basis of
track characteristics and degree of
difficulty for walking purposes:
Tourist trail: local route along cart
tracks, mule tracks or similar paths.
Progresses in the vicinity of towns,
tourist resorts, communication links
and offers easy cultural/tourist/
recreational walks (see photo 1).
Has T classification on the CAI
scale of difficulty - tourist/walking
itinerary.
Walking trail: route with no
technical difficulty mainly along
mule tracks created for agricultural/
forestry/grazing/military purposes,
or to access mountain huts or link
valleys (photo 2).
Has E classification on the CAI scale
of difficulty - walking itinerary with
no technical difficulties.
Mountain path: route that
progresses through impassable
areas with exposed sections
that require walkers to have
considerable knowledge of the
mountain, standard technical ability
and suitable equipment (see photo
3).
Generally corresponds to a walking
itinerary in medium-high mountains
and may have assisted sections.
Assisted path: with fixtures (steel
rope handrails and short ladders)
which do not however alter route
progression. Has EE classification on
the CAI scale of difficulty - itinerary
for experienced hikers (see photo 4).

1.2

Equipped route (also known as
Via Ferrata routes): route over
rock faces or crests and ridges
which is equipped with steel ropes
and/or ladders, without which the
route would be classed as rock
climbing.
Suitable level of expertise and
equipment required, such as
a helmet and a set of climbing
equipment. Has EEA classification
on the CAI scale of difficulty itinerary for experienced climbers
using equipment (see photo 5).
CAI also uses the following
definitions, depending on what a
route contains:
Historic footpath: walking route
that traces ancient commercial/
military/pilgrim routes etc. Aims
to encourage the appreciation
of history and protect the
route, in addition to providing
an understanding of the places
traversed. Does not usually have
technical difficulty, but could be long
or challenging (see photo 6).
Themed walk: walking route based
on a particular theme of natural,
geological, historic, social, religious
interest etc.
Usually accompanied by
noticeboards and information
points to aid observation and
understanding. Generally short with
no technical difficulty.

1

2

3

4

5

6

With regard to longer routes:
Long-distance itinerary: walking
route that covers long distances

Footpath - Technical manual for identifying signage and maintaining the footpath network
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1.2

over several days, moving between
stops towards a final destination.
May consist of a set of routes
already marked out and maintained
as part of local walking networks,
or identified as part of a specific
agenda of interest. There are usually
tourist facilities and infrastructure,
with stopovers in mountain lodges
or managed accommodation.
The route may have geographical
significance depending on the area
(e.g. the Sentiero Roma route at a

1.3

The full set of existing networks in
Italy makes up the Italian walking
network (REI).

Organisation of the Italian walking network
The general CAI model created to
uniquely identify every footpath/
route in the country involved
organising the territory into defined
Zones, Areas and Sectors.
A ZONE defines an entire region or
individual provinces. In the case of
Lombardy, the zones correspond
to provinces and are identified with
the code assigned by the Italian
Automobile Club (ACI) preceded by
D (Lombardy).
An AREA is a subdivision of a Zone
if the overall network of footpaths
is very extensive (more than 9
sectors). For example, the province
of Sondrio is split into two areas, N
and S: North and South of Valtellina.

14

district level, the Adamello Ridgeway
route at provincial/regional level,
the Grande Traversata delle Alpi
trail at an inter-regional level, the
Sentiero Italia CAI route at a national
level, or the Via Alpina network at an
international level).

The Italian walking network (REI)
A set of routes marked out,
maintained and connected together
within a certain area constitutes
the walking network in that area.

1.4

Organisation of Zone, Area, Sector codes

CAI definitions

If there is no subdivision the
assigned area is A.
A SECTOR is a portion of territory
within an Area with similar
geographical and morphological
characteristics, which may have up
to a maximum of 100 footpaths/
routes. May correspond to
a mountain range or several
mountain ranges. Can be identified
with a figure between 1 and 9, or
less frequently with a letter (A, B, C,
etc.), such as Piedmont. In Trentino
the sectors marked with letters
show routes looked after by parties
other than CAI.

Every region of Italy is identified by
a letter of the alphabet as shown
below, for the purpose of producing
the CAI footpath register:

1.5

Additional organisation for Areas only
concerned the provinces of Brescia
and Sondrio, where N and S (North and
South) have been used in both cases.

A Friuli Venezia Giulia		
N Umbria		Province of Brescia
B Veneto		
O Lazio		
Zone DBS area N sectors 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
C Trentino A.A.		
P Abruzzo		Zone DBS area S sectors 1, 2, 8, 9
D Lombardy		
Q Molise		
E Piedmont		
R Puglia		
Province of Sondrio
F Valle d’Aosta		
S Campania		
Zone DSO area N sectors 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
G Liguria		
T Basilicata		
Zone DSO area S sectors 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
H Emilia Romagna		
U Calabria		
L Tuscany		
V Sicily		
The other provinces have one area A
M Marche
Z Sardinia
corresponding to the entire territory in
		

In the example for the general
organisation of Lombardy, each
province has been classed as a Zone
with the letter D followed by the ACI
code for the province:
DBG = Bergamo, DBS = Brescia, DCO =
Como, DCR = Cremona etc.

the province.

Province of Bergamo
Zone DBG area A sectors 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Province of Varese
Zone DVA area A sectors 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

General
organisation
of Lombardy

1.61.6

Footpath/route number
The method for organising the CAI
walking network identifies footpaths
with a 3-digit number:
• the first number identifies the
Sector allocated;
• the other two identify the number
of the footpath within the Sector.
If the Sector for Piedmont and
Trentino is marked with a letter (e.g.
A), as already used in Piedmont and
Trentino, route 5 in that Sector will

Sector allocated

Number of the footpath

Waymarker on a rock
alongside a footpath

Criteria for numbering footpaths

be numbered A05.
Numbering the footpaths makes
them easier for walkers to identify on
the land and on walking maps. The
numbers also provide a reference
for counting them in the footpath
register.

Sector allocated

While assigning one number
over another is of no particular
importance, CAI has provided
general instructions (Footpath
Handbook 2010). To adopt a fairly
consistent criterion it can be useful
to:
• reserve the first ten footpath
numbers in each Sector to routes
that are part of medium and longdistance itineraries;
• have agreement between adjacent
Zones for footpaths that overlap
or cross, to keep their numbering
consistent;
• assign a certain number of
footpaths by mountain group or
subgroup on the basis of their

length and footpath concentration;
• avoid assigning entirely new
numbers to footpaths which are too
short, if it is evident that these are
alternatives/variations to the main
footpath. In these cases it is better
to assign the same number as the
main footpath followed by a letter.
Responsibility for assigning
numbers to routes lies with a party
identified in provincial/regional
reference standards.
For example, in Lombardy this
role is carried out by CAI’s regional
coordinator.

Number of the footpath

New walking networks
Given that in some provinces the
development of the Italian walking
network is still in progress, we felt
it useful to include an extract of the
CAI guidelines here on new walking
networks, defined as an extension
to existing networks, and on the
criteria for identifying footpaths/
routes to be included in the register.

16

1.7

1.8
1. Recovering the historic
pedestrian route.
2. Being able to visit natural and
mountain areas in safety (with
particular reference to occasional
walkers, groups, and those who do
not know the territory).

An efficient walking network must
be designed with an overview of the
territory and the issues connected
to managing footpaths, in order to
avoid wasting effort and resources,
or damaging the environment.

3. Promoting sustainable tourism
with a low or very low environmental
impact, to help the economy in
disadvantaged mountain areas,
while maintaining good traditional
values which are characterised by
landscapes that are still intact.

The main objectives when
organising a walking network
include:

4. Respecting particularly fragile,
historic natural landscapes by
choosing footpaths carefully.

Sentieri
- Manuale
tecnico
per l’individuazione,
la signage
segnaletica
e la
manutenzione
reti sentieristiche
Footpath
- Technical
manual
for identifying
and
maintaining
thedelle
footpath
network
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1.8

Criteria for identifying footpaths

New walking networks

5. Understanding and developing
cultural areas in the Italian
mountains that are classed as
minor.
6. Restoring the geographical
balance of regional walking areas.
7. Maintaining public right of way
on footpaths. Another good reason
for organising footpaths into a
network is to formalise public right
of way, removing it from the threat
of land privatisation. This is fairly
widespread, particularly in areas
with considerable human activity,
and it discourages and limits
walking considerably on smaller
thoroughfares and on the territory
itself.

If kept accessible, not only do
footpaths develop a cultural
heritage for understanding a
territory, they also constitute - and
this is a benefit we often ignore - a
tool that proactively protects
and oversees the territory itself.
Where there is a footpath, and
that footpath is used, the zone is
monitored continuously.
Furthermore, when walkers
follow a footpath, i.e. walk on a
footpath, the land outside its outline
is safeguarded as a result, and
environmental balance is further
guaranteed.

The following are prioritised when
identifying footpaths to be included in
the register:
• intervalley connections possibly
starting from towns and existing
networks
• access to mountain lodges,
mountain dairies and accommodation
facilities
• the natural/historic importance
of itineraries that are useful for
preserving historic knowledge, not
just in relation to the route, but also
the human and natural landscape of
territories traversed
• connection with nearby walking
networks
• environmental sustainability
in relation to implementing and
frequenting footpaths.
Special care must be taken if

itineraries involve protected
areas (e.g. national parks, Sites of
Community Importance (SCIs), and
Special Protection Areas (SPAs)
• the ability to carry out regular
maintenance to ensure continued
footpath access.
Exclude the possibility of new
routes being marked out (apart
from exceptional cases that cannot
be resolved otherwise), recovering
existing paths instead.
When planning the walking network,
the cultural approach that limits
them to the mountains must be
overcome. Hill regions and plains can
also provide visiting opportunities by
means of footpaths.

Planning instructions
• gather information and

documentation on the formation and
condition of the existing network;
• identify the localities and areas that
could be of interest for walking;
• verify the presence and opening
times of accommodation facilities in
the territory;
• identify and choose route start
and end points, possibly considering
accessibility using public transport ;
• check there is a public right of way
on tracks identified;
• maintain a unitary view that is
integrated with networks and
bordering territories, in line with
the national and mountain network,
identifying routes that connect
them, with a view to creating longer
itineraries in the future;
• carry out GPS mapping on paths,
18

1.9

1.10
locations for signage, and points
where improvements could be made
to the track;
• estimate expenditure for signage
and work required to open the route;
• plan for the party maintaining each
footpath to be identified.
From the outset, it is appropriate
to assess the availability of human
and financial resources to guarantee
maintenance over time. Of no less
importance is care in ensuring that
the walking network is scaled
to the actual requirements of the
territory.

Footpath - Technical manual for identifying signage and maintaining the footpath network
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1.11

Mapping and maps
Plotting routes and representing
them on maps has always been one
of the most important activities for
the use of the territory.
Encouraging the aware and
responsible use of footpaths is one
of CAI’s ethical principles.
Club Alpino Italiano has always
had an important role in this
activity, operating through its
central operations department
(first and foremost through SOSEC
- the footpath and cartography
department), in addition to its
regional and provincial centres, and
individual departments.
This has been demonstrated
with various memoranda of
understanding and agreements
with ministries, regional government
departments, local organisations
and associations, with the aim of
creating and managing databases
with itineraries and routes, just
some of which are listed below.
CAI – Ministry for Cultural
Heritage, Activities and Tourism
Memorandum of Understanding
2015 to create the National
Footpath Register
• CAI – OpenStreetMap agreement
(Wikimedia Italia) 2016
• CAI – ANCI footpath maintenance
agreement 2017
• CAI – UNPLI Mountain
and footpath development
Memorandum of Understanding
2017
• CAI – IGM agreement for data
sharing and map production 2017
• CAI – CARABINIERI Memorandum
of understanding to safeguard and
develop mountain territory 2017
• Regional Act no. 5/2017 issued by
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Mapping and maps
Lombardy Regional Government,
with ERSAF (regional organisation
for agricultural and forestry services)
responsible for implementing and
updating the register in conjunction
with Club Alpino Italiano (CAI).
At a national level, REI details
merge into Infomont (Italian
mountain IT system). This tool
manages and processes territorial
information produced by CAI or
other organisations relating to
Italy’s mountains, with interactive
online mapping capability (https://
infomont.cai.it).
Nowadays, along with the traditional
model of representation using
paper maps and pencils to
create continuous drawings, GPS
positioning systems and geographic
information systems (GIS) have been
set up and developed. These are
more flexible and easy to update
and consult, with discontinuity
based on elementary geometric
figures such as dots, segments and
polygons.
Mapping
First of all it should be remembered
that, for anyone who goes walking, it
is never enough to tackle a walk with
just a GPS device and a smartphone
in the rucksack. A good walking map
is lighter, doesn’t need batteries,
and ‘always works’.
This brief chapter aims to provide
an overview of the subject, for
further information and technical
details consult the Mapping
handbook which is part of this
series of publications. Mapping out

a route doesn’t just mean capturing
and showing geometry and linear
progression on a map.
It also means identifying
characteristic features, assessing
the need to catalogue them and
make them available on the map, be
it in digital format or otherwise.
Tracking a route using GPS only is
not enough for understanding its
level of difficulty, whether or not
there are views or points of interest,
accommodation facilities or water
supplies.
This requires an ability and suitable
education/training to identify,
recognise and gather significant
details that characterise a route.
Significant means not too many or
too few details; the amount must be
just right.
Due to technical developments in
recent decades, geo-referencing has
moved from being a professional,
niche area to a widespread activity.
Every day thousands of people map
their position and routes completed
using GPS devices or smartphones,
in their day-to-day activities and free
time.
The possibility of sharing this
information via the digital ecosystem
(it is no longer appropriate just to
talk of the Internet) means that an
increasing amount is available to
anyone wanting to plan and know
about itineraries.
This is irrespective of the fact
that, for some essential elements,
technology alone is not sufficient
for meeting the requirements of the
walking community:

1. Data reliability: if I consult a map
or need to decide how to travel
around an area, I expect to base an
assessment on accurate, reliable
data.
Anyone can map a route using a
GPS device, but it must be clarified
- this does not mean switching a
device on, going for a walk, and
switching it off on reaching the
required destination.
Mapping also means extending
journey times (mapping is not a
walk, it is a technical activity). It
means stopping and capturing
information on all salient features
along the route being taken. Anyone
using the data captured needs a
guarantee that information has
been gathered with a certain level of
reliability (not to be confused with
GPS accuracy).
Knowing that information is reliable
means having a guarantee that
whoever produced it has done so
using a well-defined method and
logic.
2. The need to have an approach
which is specific to walkers, and an
approach which is specific to the
management of the territory by the
party responsible for maintaining it.
These are two approaches with
points in common but where
a device alone is unable to
discriminate, with the risk that
redundant or excessive information
is obtained on the one side, and a
lack of information on the other.
Mapping activity which is not
coordinated or updated has the
following limits:
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Mapping and maps
• Routes may change over time
due to natural or human activities
(e.g. the creation of shortcuts and
variations created by people and
animals passing through).
It goes without saying that the data
must be reviewed and verified
regularly, not just in relation to
geometric formation but also
characteristics.
For example, a route’s level of
difficulty, height and/or journey time
could change after an event such
as a landslip or glacier shrinkage,
making the footpath conditions
different to how they were
previously.
• Unconstrained mapping
techniques. If someone does
not follow a defined plan of how
and what to map, there is a risk
of not having all the information
required to plan and manage routes
correctly.
One such example is signage. It
is unlikely that a walker will be
interested in plotting the position of
a sign along a route.
Conversely, for anyone who has to
position and maintain signs on a
route, it is essential to know where,
what and how much is positioned
on routes, in order to ensure
regular maintenance.
What is important is how to map,
and not what is used to map.
Some people prefer to use GPS
outdoor devices, others prefer
smartphone apps. The only
necessity is that the data mapped
must be reliable.
Aware of the fact that the evolution
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1.6

Mapping and maps
of technology and succession of
new GIS applications make today’s
products and techniques rapidly
obsolete, there are two main
recommendations for CAI members:
a) Use the latest devices when
mapping (portable receivers or
smartphones) to enable precision
in optimal conditions of around 10
metres to be achieved. Higher levels
of precision are not necessary.
b) If using a smartphone, CAI’s
current recommendation is to use
the GeoResQ app. This is a geopositioning service for all visitors
to the mountains that forwards
requests for assistance, and is
available free of charge to all CAI
members.
The service is managed by the
National Mountain and Cave Rescue
Association (CNSAS) and promoted
by Club Alpino Italiano (CAI). It
makes it possible to determine
geographical position, track walks in
real time, logs routes on a dedicated
portal, and if necessary raises the
alarm and requests assistance
through the GeoResQ operations
centre.

of excellent quality, all walkers could
read and interpret map information
safely, and follow map features
rather than signs on rocks or trees.
This latter theory is appealing, even
utopian, given the lack of quality
and overall reliability of Italian maps,
due to the late start by the Italian
walking community compared with
other European countries.
Much can therefore be done to
improve walking maps. Some
time ago CAI set up a project
to define minimum standards
for walking maps with regard to
scale, representation, orographic

shading, optimal map format,
type of material, folding, grids and
reference systems, walking symbols,
topographical symbols of interest
for walking, roads suitable for
vehicles and services, explanations
on the rear, and summary
information.
By defining these standards, which
have already been approved by
the central CAI board, a minimum
specification has been created for
recommending to map publishers,
and requesting quotes from map
printers.

Mapping activities

Consult Handbook 10 - Mapping for
further technical information.
The walking map
Maps are an essential tool for
understanding an area, and enable
the physical identification of walking
routes and information about them,
ensuring the safety of walkers, even
if signage is ambiguous.
Paradoxically, footpath signage
would be fairly useless if the
territory was represented with maps
Sentieri
- Manuale
tecnico
per l’individuazione,
la signage
segnaletica
e la
manutenzione
reti sentieristiche
Footpath
- Technical
manual
for identifying
and
maintaining
thedelle
footpath
network
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Signage
Signage would not be necessary if all
walkers could read a detailed map
of areas unknown to them, and the
map was a reliable representation
of the morphology and features of
an area.
Likewise, if inexperienced walkers
used escorts and guides, signage
would be surplus to requirements.
We know however that the walking
undertaken by most inexperienced
walkers occurs on footpaths without
guides, and little map reading ability.
Since the end of the 1800s,
mountain and tourist associations
have used symbols to assist walkers
in choosing the ‘right’ paths.

organisational tool.
Much has been done, and is being
done, in an attempt to standardise
footpath signs as much as possible.
CAI defined footpath signage
standards with resolution no.
272 of 27.11.1999 issued by the
Central Committee, and act no. 22
of 27.6.2015 issued by the Central
Policy and Management Board.
These standards have been adopted
by numerous provincial and regional
government departments, and
parks and associations throughout
the territory.

Consequently, signage has become
something of a guiding light to be
followed to reach destinations or
points of interest more easily.
It has gradually become an essential
tool for frequenting a territory with
increased safety, and is also an
A rock waymarker
in the foreground
and a signpost at
a crossroads in the
background.
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2.1

Types of signage

Secondary signage

There are two types of signage for
footpaths:

Secondary signage is situated at a
lower level, usually on rocks or tree
trunks to indicate, in both directions,
the continuation of a route that
leads to the destinations stated.

secondary signage
This consists of waymarkers painted
white/red or red/white/red (also
called waymarker flags and bearing
the number of the footpath). They
are located at the start of the
footpath and along its route on
rocks and or trees, and provide
information on its continuation and
confirm the route.
principal signage
This consists of signposts or
information boards located at the
start of footpaths and at significant
crossroads. They contain information
on the area where they are installed,
with the name and height of the
location, or on destinations (close,
intermediate and final), with journey
times and the footpath number.
Additional information can be included
if necessary.
Other types of signs exist for themed
walks, assisted paths, equipped
routes, and to ask walkers to stay on
footpaths.
In each case, a decision is made on
whether or not it is better to install
these signs on a post a few metres
after the start of the footpath
involved.
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Rock waymarker

2.2

The colours white and red are used
for walking signs, usually together.

Tree waymarker

The following symbols are used for
secondary signage:
Continuation waymarker
This is used to indicate the
continuation of the footpath. It
is used in the immediate vicinity
of crossroads or every 200-300
m if the footpath is obvious, or
at shorter distances, considering
environmental characteristics
and appropriate harmonious
positioning. These waymarkers are
white and red and measure 8 x 15
cm. As a rule, the white is placed
above the red.
Flag waymarker
This is placed at the start of the
footpath, near crossroads and other
points where it is useful to confirm
the correct progression of the route.
These waymarkers are red-whitered and measure 8 x 15 cm. The
number of the footpath is in black
on the white background.
It is usually positioned horizontally,
but could also be vertical if
appropriate for the supports used.

Footpath - Technical manual for identifying signage and maintaining the footpath network
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2.2

Principal signage

Secondary signage

Red arrow
IThis indicates a spring or source of water nearby. The
arrow will face the direction of the water’s location,
and indicate the approximate distance in metres or
time required to reach it (measures 8 x 15 cm). This
symbol is only used when the presence of water is not
visible from the footpath, and is particularly important
for walkers.
Post waymarker
This is positioned along footpaths across open land,
or fields with no natural landmarks for positioning
waymarkers, where orientation could be difficult. They
are made of wood with a diameter/side measuring
6-8 cm and a height of 100 -120 cm (approximately
30-40 cm underground), with the upper part painted
with the white-red continuation waymarker or the flag
waymarker.

The following are used for principal
signage:
Arrow

Post waymarker

Stone waymarker
A single stone at a location (at least 50-60 cm
in height), driven into the ground to a depth of
approximately 20-30 cm, is a natural and fairly
indestructible support for applying a continuation
waymarker or a flag waymarker.
Cairn
Where this can be implemented, it constitutes an
effective, natural, discreet, hard wearing and costeffective type of signage.
Unlike painted waymarkers, cairns are also visible in
difficult conditions, especially during sudden snowfalls
on footpaths in the high Alps. Elaborate constructions by
experts are not required, a small amount of well-stacked
stones is sufficient. Unfortunately this type of waymarker
is not always possible, but if there are enough loose
stones lying around they should be the preferred option.
These structures are better at indicating the direction
to follow, especially where the footpath is not so
obvious, and they are useful for alternating with painted
waymarkers. Do not paint waymarkers on cairns!
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2.3

Stone waymarker

Cairn

Signpost
This has the shape of an arrow, and
is used to indicate the start of the
footpath/itinerary leading to the
locations listed. Destinations are usually
accompanied by the approximate time
a walker of medium ability will take to
arrive on foot.
Additional information may also be
included.
It is positioned at the start and end of
routes, and at crossroads with other
marked routes/roads.
The arrowhead is red and the tail is redwhite-red. The standard measurement
is 55 x 15 cm.
Place sign
These are positioned at the more
significant crossroads on a route
(passes, forks, small inhabited areas)
which are usually located on maps
and at destinations on signposts. They
usually contain the place name and
altitude,
and measure 25 x 15 cm. They are
positioned on the same support
columns as signposts, lower down,
in parallel and at a distance of
approximately 5 cm from the lower
signpost.
RESPECT NATURE & FOLLOW THE
FOOTPATH sign
This is positioned near shortcuts to ask
walkers not to stray off the footpath, in
order to prevent soil erosion on slopes.
They measure 25 x 15 cm.
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2.3

Signposts

Principal signage

2.4

Technical information and content
N.B. It must be
assessed on a
case-by-case basis
whether or not it is
better to install the
two signs shown
here on a specific
post a few metres
after the start of
a footpath, but
still easily visible
from the centre
of a crossroads,
rather than on
a signpost/place
sign.

The technical specifications and
detailed descriptions of information
on noticeboards and place signs are
outlined below.

Themed walk sign
Suggests a themed walk (history, nature, geology,
etc.) to encourage the observation, study,
understanding and protection of places visited.
It may be positioned at the start of the footpath or
at significant points along a walking route.
The name and logo of the route and party
responsible for maintaining it may be included.
They measure 25 x 15 cm.

Noticeboard standards are based on
the following rules:

ROUTE FOR EXPERIENCED CLIMBERS sign
This is positioned at the start of a route with
mountaineering features (exposed, challenging and
partially equipped, or demanding due to length and
formation in particularly wild settings).
They measure 25 x 15 cm.
Equipped route (Via Ferrata) sign
This is positioned at the start of an access path to an
equipped route (Via Ferrata), and contains information
in four languages warning climbers to use fixtures
correctly and secure themselves to them.
The same sign usually has contact information for
reporting any damage to fixtures. It is red metal with
the wording in white, and measures 25 x 33 cm.

The noticeboard
measures
approximately
140 x 110 cm and
must be secured to
square pillars with
sides of 10-12 cm,
at approximately
90 cm from the
ground.
Any roofing should
protrude by
approximately 30
cm.
The board can also
be secured to a wall
or existing structure
if authorisation has
been obtained.
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Noticeboard
These are large panels situated near built-up
areas or at primary locations for accessing walking
networks. They contain a set of itineraries in an
area, along with geographical, environmental and
historic aspects. The loadbearing structure should
be made of wood. The information panel is usually
split into three areas that have the following:
1) a schematic map of the walking network, road
connections and existing infrastructure;
2) a list of walking itineraries that can be accessed
from the location, number of footpaths, journey
times;
3) historic and environmental descriptions with
images concerning the territory, and any other
significant information about the area.

2

3

5. Wording is black and the font
is Arial narrow; place names are
capitalised.

1. Measurements
length 55 cm
height 15 cm
thickness 18-20 mm
if the material is Forex or wood;
less for other types or more resistant
materials (to be assessed depending
on strength).

6. Character height for destinations
is 18 mm.

2. The arrowhead is red or redwhite-red with space for the logo or
initials of the full itinerary to which the
path may belong.

9. The dimensions of logos between
the destinations and times/km are 20
x 20 mm.

3. The tail is red-white-red, with the
number of the footpath shown in
black on a white background.
The Luoghi2 software can be used
to manage the two red spaces, with
the upper space containing the
logo/initials of the party responsible
for maintenance, and the lower
space usually with the logo of the
organisation financing the sign.

1

c) sections for symbols for a
panoramic point, cableway, lodge,
bicycle, horse etc.

4. The central section of the signpost
contains the following:
a) sections showing the destinations
(up to 3), ranging from the nearest
to the furthest, starting from the top
row, with the corresponding distances
in kilometres (possibly to be used for
mixed-used paths);
b) a space for additional
information is available under each
section;

7. Character height for additional
information is 8 mm.
8. Character height for times and
kilometres is 13 mm.

10. For etched wording 1 mm of
depth is sufficient (or slightly more for
wood).
11. Holes for securing signs have a
diameter of 6.5 – 7 mm.
Main content:
Destination place names:
in the absence of a dictionary officially
confirming the exact names of places,
it is advisable to adhere as much
as possible to those identifiable on
official maps, or those frequently
used locally.
Names must be written left-justified
and preferably capitalised.
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2.4

Place sign

Signposts

2.5

Technical information and content
Average journey times
To be inserted in the relevant section
alongside the destination.
It is not compulsory to indicate
journey times on all signposts. They
are useful at main crossroads but can
be superfluous when signposts are
repeated closely together.
Number of the footpath
Inserted in the white rectangle at the
tail end (must agree with the number
officially allocated in the register).
Initials
A maximum of 3 letters or a logo for
a long-distance itinerary (or themed
walk), if the path is part of it, can be
inserted at the arrowhead in the
reserved space on the white or red
background.
Optional content:
Additional information to complete
some or all destinations.
Distance in kilometres: indicate
whether or not the route is also a cycle
path.
Signpost code
excluding zone
(optional but
recommended)

Initials/logo of the party responsible
for signpost maintenance; a colour
other than black may be used
(optional but recommended).

Symbol showing type of use of the
route or tourist information.

Standards for place signs are based
on the following rules:

Line separating destinations.

1. Measurements:
length: 25 cm
height: 15 cm
thickness: same as signposts.

Sponsor & Maintenance Party: if
these parties wish to appear on the
signpost, the two red rectangles at
the tail end may show the logo or
initials of the party responsible for
maintenance in the upper rectangle,
and the logo or initials of the
sponsor funding and/or managing
the footpath network as part of an
agreement, or in a partnership, in the
lower rectangle.
Signpost code: information which
is very useful for organising and
managing the signposts themselves.
The code is made up of a
combination of numbers identifying
the footpath, place of installation
and signpost.
It is advisable to show it on the
front of the signpost in the upper
left-hand corner, as specified in the
Luoghi2 software.

Space for logos (2x2 cm), upper for
tourist info. (e.g. lodge, cableway
(or QR code), lower to show bicycle/
horse use.

2. Wording:
black and the font is Arial narrow;
place names are capitalised.
3. Characters:
• for place and altitude the height is 26 mm
• for geographical coordinates it is 6 mm

Names and altitudes
are to be centre-justified, preferably
capitalised and without adding
full stops to abbreviate metres or
commas to indicate thousands.
Optional content:
Geographical coordinates for the
location in a line below.

Place name
where the sign is positioned. It
is advisable to adhere as much
as possible to the rules for the
corresponding signposts to indicate
location.

Signpost code: information
which is very useful for organising
and managing the signposts
themselves. The code is made up of
a combination of numbers identifying
the footpath, place of installation and
signpost.
It is advisable to show it on the front
of the signpost in the upper left-hand
corner, as specified in the Luoghi2
software.

Altitude
(expressed in metres).

QR Code: : this can also be included
on the bottom right-hand side.

Main content:

Method for indicating
units of measurement
and time separation.
Space for including
sign code (optional but
recommended).

Space for including
geographical coordinates
(optional).

Name/logo of organisation (usually sponsor)
to be included (optional).

Additional information
(optional).

Logos (optional) to be used
sparingly.

Technical specifications can be found in the Appendices.
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Space for QR code
(optional)

Distance in km to be used
only if route is also a cycle
path.

Technical specifications can be found in the Appendices.
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2.6

Signage - Materials
It is preferable for the different types
of signs (waymarkers, place signs,
themed walk signs, etc.) situated
along a path (or in a certain area) to
be of the same type and material.

always easy, and is even determined
by the evolution of materials.
The characteristics of different
materials are compared in the table
below:

Different materials can be used to
make signs. Choosing one is not

Material
Forex

Cost

Lifetime

Medium
low

Good

Maintenance

Visibility

Excellent
Multi-layer in
phenolic resins

2.6

Signage - Materials

Medium

Cleaning only

Recyclability

Although metal signs last longer
and are more robust, they are more
expensive, whereas wooden signs
have more maintenance issues.
Another type of material that is often
used to produce signage is DIBOND.
This is a rigid panel made up of a
polyethylene core with an aluminium
sheet on either side. Graphics can be
printed on the surface.
It has been observed however,
that this excellent material bends
easily if it is less than 6-8 mm thick.

Furthermore, if printing is not high
quality, the film tends to detach
or deteriorate quickly, especially if
exposed to the sun.
Colours
The background colour for Forex and
multi-layer resin signs is white, and
natural for metal or wooden signs.
The colour of characters is black.
The colour of the arrowhead and
tail end sections is TRAFFIC red (RAL
colour code 3020).

Depends on
local waste
management rules.

Excellent
Metal (aluminium)
Larch 1
Wood

Chestnut 2

Good
Medium

Notes

Frequent
Medium

Lamella3
Fir/Pine4

Medium
low

Sufficient
(if the base
doesn’t
darken too
much).

Depends on
local waste
management rules,
if painted it is
considered special
waste.

1_Using premium materials, larch is the preferred wood due to its durability.
2_Not recommended due to its high tannin content and dark colour.
3_Not recommended as difficult to inscribe.
4_Not recommended as it tends to split and is less durable.

Forex and multi-layer phenolic
resins require little maintenance,
limited to removing moss and lichen,
have a long lifetime, and are more
cost-effective compared with the other
materials.
However, Forex is fragile at low
temperatures, and in the Alps due
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Signposts in various
regions made of
different materials
in line with national
standards.

Good

High

to the weight of snow. It is therefore
not recommended at altitudes over
1200-1500 metres, or in areas that are
particularly windy.
It is also easier to damage with acts of
vandalism.
Metal or wooden signs are an
alternative to Forex and multi-layer
resins.
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2.7

Support posts
These vary in length from 200 to 300
cm. They may be square or round and,
if made of wood, the recommended
diameter/side is 8 cm. The
recommended material is chestnut or
larch wood. Chestnut cracks more and
is usually not as straight as larch, but
it does the job for longer. To ensure
posts which have not been treated
last longer, it is advisable to cover the
underground section with a suitable
treatment (tar, charring, etc.).
To position signs on square posts
towards intermediate directions on
the various sides of the post, saw

Securing the signs
protruding edges to create a small
support.
Round posts have the advantage of
enabling more convenient orientation
of signs.
If posts are metal (tubular and
galvanised iron, aluminium, stainless
steel etc.), the recommended diameter
is 48-60 mm (as with posts for road
signs). These are the preferred option
(sometimes compulsory) when the
walking path goes through a built-up
area or leaves a main road.

There are different solutions for
securing signs:
on wooden posts, irrespective of the
type of material used, it is advisable to
secure signs with steel screws of 6.5
x 60 mm and a hexagonal head and
flange (integrated washer) and a 10
mm spanner.
on round posts, it is advisable to use
a bracket between the post and the
sign, to increase the area of support
and absorb the pressure of the wood
when it is damp.
on metal posts, it is advisable to
attach the sign to a metal support
bracket with perforated tabs to
enable stainless steel fasteners to be
secured to the post.

2.8

Alternatively, collar ties for iron poles
can be used, with dimensions that fit
the diameter of the support pole (2”
for standard road signposts). If the
diameter of the bolts is larger than
the standard diameter of the sign
holes (6.5 mm), they must be made
larger.
Other types of fasteners may also
be used, provided they are easy
to fit, have good characteristics of
resistance and durability, and are a
reasonable price.
It is not advisable to secure signs with
screws that pass through the post, as
this makes it impossible to move the
signs if necessary.

Examples of sign
fasteners.

Different types of
support posts.
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3

Planning principal signage
When creating footpath signs,
designing, preparing and installing
signposts are the most difficult and
laborious aspects, and they require
sufficient financial resources, skill,
patience and precision, both in the
technical implementation and in
preparing the information to be
provided for walkers through the
signposts themselves.
Installing a signpost or information
board at a crossroads, maybe after
walking for hours, is just the last action
in a process that started a lot earlier.
As with road signs, footpath signs
for crossroads must be planned and
catalogued.
Signposts, and information boards
especially, must be planned after
walking the path, and carefully
logging essential information for each
crossroads in a report, to identify it
among the many. This information will
be useful for installing signage and
managing it at a later date.

it is not practical to have to redesign
information and the position of
signposts from scratch, or plan work
based on memory or through a new
analysis.
A small diagram is included in a
document known as an Installation
Site Report, which has information
identifying:
the party responsible for maintenance,
the footpath reference number, the ID
number allocated to the crossroads,
place and altitude of the crossroads,
other information useful for identifying
the installation site (mountain range,
district, province, region), plan of the

Installation
site report

After completing mapping procedures
and installation reports, it is advisable
to have a corresponding map with
footpaths undergoing maintenance,
crossroads with no signposts or
waymarkers, and the relevant codes.
These reports are to be stored in
order (at least on paper, but electronic
format is better using the Luoghi
2.0 software) and kept for future
consultation when damaged or worn
signs need to be replaced.
When managing such a vast walking
network with numerous crossroads,
38
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3

crossroads and the post positioning
point, the direction of the sign with
respect to the post, the sequence from
top to bottom for positioning signs on
the post, the signs with corresponding
destinations, journey times, footpath
numbers, the list of materials required
for the installation, the person who
mapped the route, and the mapping
date.
In 2003, CAI published the LUOGHI
manual as part of the CAI series of
manuals, along with the LUOGHI
software, which is a useful tool for
computerising and managing footpath
signage. In 2016, a new version of
the software, LUOGHI 2.0, provided
additional functionality, enabling
anyone designing and managing
signage to have a more powerful tool,
in step with evolving IT methods.
LUOGHI 2.0 is available free of
charge for CAI sections, and can be
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Schematic crossroads example

Planning principal signage
downloaded from the website www.
cai.it , where users can register.
LUOGHI 2.0 is available under a
free licence to Club Alpino Italiano
sections and departments, in addition
to organisations that work with CAI
on the Italian walking network and
produce signage in line with CAI
standards. Anyone else interested
in using it can request a user licence
upon payment of a contribution to the
cost of implementing the Luoghi 2.0
software, by following the instructions
on the licence request page.
It is advisable to use specialist
companies with electronic mapping
capabilities that can use the data
generated by the LUOGHI 2.0 software
directly to make signage. This enables
a considerable reduction in signage
production times and compliance with
the information provided, without the
possibility of transcription errors.

Part of the network of footpaths in
the Bergamo Alps is shown below.
The red dots show signpost
installation sites marked with a
code made up of the number of the
footpath and a progressive number
that starts at the beginning of the
path.

3.1

The installation site between several
numbered footpaths is attributed to
just one of the footpaths converging
at a crossroads, and it does not
matter which one.
Page 44 shows an example of a
completed Installation Site Report for
crossroads no. 233/4 (233-004-00).

Crossroads added
to those originally
planned.

Crossroads shown in
the example Installation
Site Report.
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3.1

Schematic example for journey times

Schematic crossroads example

After identifying installation sites,
it is particularly useful to manually
calculate the journey times to be
included on signposts, by writing the
times in both directions between
one place and another on the
map directly, or on an overlapping
transparency.

3.2

information for the footpath in
question, and having journey times
and distances calculated automatically
for the completion of the installation
site report. The figures calculated
automatically are a suggestion and
can be modified by the operator. See
the Luoghi 2.0 instruction manual for
this functionality.

In addition to the simple and
effective hard copy method, as
already shown on page 40, the
Luoghi 2.0 functionality also includes
the possibility of uploading GPS

The example shows the same network
of footpaths (Bergamo Alps).

Map extract from Bergamo Province
Tourist Walking Map ed. 2012
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3.2

Schematic example for journey times

Calculation of journey times

3.3

Installation
site report

Average journey times can be calculated
in various ways - the first is based on
experience and the others are more
mathematical and precise:
1. A walker of average ability, walking
for 1 hour uphill on an easy path, gains
height of approximately 350 metres,
and when going downhill, descends
by approximately 500 metres. If the
itinerary is at altitudes higher than
2800-3000 metres, the hourly difference
in level calculated is reduced by
approximately 50-100 metres. If the
route is undulating or flat, and has no
particular difficulties, the journey time
must refer to the kilometres travelled:
3.5-4 km/hour.

233

256

P.sso Portula

3. This calculation can be carried out
automatically using the CAI LUOGHI 2
software
(see http://luoghi.cai.it/manuale/
index.htm then Generalità->Tempo di
percorrenza).

N
233
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2. For a more precise calculation of
walking times, refer to the diagram at
the side, published with the approval of
the Swiss organisation Pro Sentieri. This
is combined with the map where the
distance of the various footpath sections
must be calculated, in addition to the
altitude of sign installation sites, or any
intermediate points.
The difference in level must be noted
for each section, in addition to the
distance, and the data shown in the
diagram makes it possible to read the
walking time in correspondence with
the red minute lines. The time for that
section is then rounded up by 5 minutes
and finally added. The total time will be
rounded up as indicated in section 3.4.

Gromo

The times calculated do not include
stops.
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3.4

Rounding up journey times
minutes.
Signage journey times are therefore
to be shown as follows:

It is advisable not to use times
with excessive precision and, after
exceeding the first 30 minutes avoid
5’ - 25’ - 35’ - 55’, and round up by 10

First hour
0:05 > 0:05
0:10 > 0:10
0:15 > 0:15
0:20 > 0:20
0:25 > 0:25
0:30 > 0:30
0:35 > 0:35
0:40 > 0:40

Second hour

Third/Fourth hour

1:05-1:10 > 1:10
1:15 > 1:15
1:20 > 1:20
1:25-1:30 > 1:30
1:35-1:40 > 1:40
1:45 > 1:45
1:50 > 1:50
1:55-2:00 > 2:00

0:45 > 0:45

2:05-2:10 > 2:10
2:15 > 2:15
2:20 > 2:20
2:25-2:30 > 2:30
2:35-2:40 > 2:40
2:45-3:05 > 3:00
3:10-3:30 > 3:30
3:35-4:00 > 4:00

Subsequent hours
4:05-4:30 > 4:30
4:35-5:00 > 5:00
5:05-5:30 > 5:30
5:35-6:00 > 6:00
6:05-6:30 > 6:30
6:35-7:00 > 7:00
7:05-8:00 > 8:00
8:05-9:00 > 9:00
8:05-10:00 > 10:00

0:50 > 0:50
0:55-1:00 > 1:00

3.5

Landform abbreviations
If abbreviations are used to
insert landforms at locations and
destinations in the space available on
signs, please refer to the information
A. = Alpe (Alp)
b. = bivio (crossroads)
Biv. = Bivacco (bivouac)
B.ta = Baita (mountain hut)
Bocc. = Bocchetta (valley)
C. = Cima (summit)
Cap. = Capanna (hut)
Cast = Castello (castle)
C.le = Colle (hillock)
C.na - C.no = Corna - Corno (horn)
D.so = Dosso (hump)
D.te = Dente (jagged peak)
Forc. = Forcella - Forcola (fork)
F.so = Fosso (ditch)
inf = inferiore (lower)
it. = Itinerario (itinerary)
L.= Lago - Laghi (lake)
L.to = Laghetto (pond)
M. = Monte (mountain)
M.ga = Malga (mountain dairy)
M.go = Maggengo (spring hay from mountain pastures)
N.ghe = Nuraghe (fortress)
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in the CAI guidelines for Italian
mountains, and use the following
terms given below in both Italian and
English:
P. = Punta (peak)
P.no-P.ni = Piano - Piani (level)
P.so = Passo (pass)
P.te = Ponte (bridge)
P.to - P.ti = Prato - Prati (field)
P.zo = Pizzo (peak)
Rif. = Rifugio (lodge)
Rud. = Rudere (ruins)
. = San, Sant’ (Saint)
S.la = Sella (saddle)
S.ra = Serra (sierra)
S.sa - S.so = Sassa - Sasso (stone)
sent. = Sentiero (footpath)
sorg. = sorgente (water spring)
staz. = stazione (station)
sup. = superiore (higher)
Torr. = Torrente (torrent)
T.ne = Torrione (tower)
T.pa = Toppa (patch)
trav. = traversata (crossing)
V. = Valle (valley)
Vall. = Vallone (trough)
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4

Special signage

Signage for long-distance itineraries
In Italy the increasing interest in long
walks, especially of historical interest,
is leading to the rediscovery and
reuse of what were once ancient
trade and pilgrim routes (e.g. Via
Francigena, Via Romea, Via Claudia
Augusta, etc.). Also of interest are
routes along the front lines of the First
World War (Sentiero della Pace), and
trails along mountain ranges (Sentiero
delle Orobie, Via dei Monti Lariani,
Alta Via dell’Adamello, Sentiero Roma,
etc.).
Long-distance itineraries may have
geographical significance depending
on the area (e.g. the Sentiero della
Pace route at a provincial level, the
Sentiero delle Orobie route at a
regional level, the Grande Traversata
delle Alpi trail at an inter-regional
level, the Sentiero Italia CAI route
at a national level, or the Via Alpina,
Sentiero Europeo E7 routes at an
international level). A key feature of
such itineraries is the potential for
stopping at accommodation facilities
along the way, usually mountain
lodges in the Alps, or at lower levels
in built-up areas, where long-distance
itineraries can become important
for breathing life back into mountain
regions.
Long-distance routes often consist
of a set of paths already marked out,
which may or may not be numbered,
and which are maintained as part of
local walking networks.

4.1

Depending on the dimensions, the
initials or symbol for the long-distance
itinerary can be included on the same
waymarker flag where the footpath
number is written, or displayed on its
own sign.

On signposts the full name of the
route can be included in the section
for additional information under the
destination.

If several long-distance itineraries
overlap on the same path, it is
advisable to indicate the initials/
symbol for the most well-known or
frequented long-distance itinerary
on the arrowhead, and the full name,
or abbreviation for any others, in the
additional information section.

Signage for long-distance itineraries is
the same as for the existing network.
The only difference is the application
of initials or a symbol for the route
on a waymarker flag and signpost
arrowhead as shown in the examples.
48
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4.2

Signage on the Sentiero Italia CAI route

Signage for mixed-use paths

The Sentiero Italia CAI route is
the most important long-distance
itinerary and connects all Italian
regions via a path measuring over
6000 km, which stretches along
the entire Apennine ridge, islands
included, and the southern slopes of
the Alps.
It was created in 1983 by a group
of walkers who were journalists,
subsequently became part of
Associazione Sentiero Italia,
and was taken over by CAI
in 1990. Thanks to the
essential contribution of these
sections, with the route, stopovers
and signage identified in detail, it was
inaugurated in 1995 with the major
Camminaitalia 95 event organised
by CAI, which was repeated in 1999
along with Associazione Nazionale
Alpini (ANA).

Depending on the characteristics
(width, inclination, terrain, exposure,
setting, frequency of use), some
sections may only be suitable for
walking, and not for bicycles or
horses.

The paths that make up the Sentiero
Italia CAI route are mainly marked
in white and red and bear the
initials S.I. In 2018 CAI implemented
the actions required to relaunch
the Sentiero Italia CAI route, and
presented its upgraded version in
2019, the year of Slow Tourism.
A special logo was created for the
occasion, and this can be included
in the itinerary for the purpose of
consistency, on adhesive labels
measuring 60x60 mm applied to
supports with a smooth surface (e.g.
metal posts).
Plates measuring 60x60 mm
moulded onto rigid supports can be
used (aluminium painted in white
+ logo in enamel or white moulded
PVC), and secured via screws to
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supports with rough surfaces where
adhesive labels are not suitable.
The initials S.I. can be maintained
on the signpost arrowhead, or
preferably be replaced
with a round logo
with Ø 50 mm.

Themed walk signs (250x150 mm)
can be used instead of place signs to
indicate hospitality points and main
locations along the Sentiero Italia CAI
route.

Logos for other long-distance routes
that share a section with the Sentiero
Italia CAI route can be included on signs
(see examples).
The material should be similar to the
material used for signs already on
posts.

Considering sustained use of the
walking network, planning must
establish compatibility for the mixed
use of certain routes, and possibly
restrict use to certain groups to
prevent damage and injury to other
users through simultaneous use.
Signage for mixed-use routes must
therefore consider and meet these
different requirements, in a clear,
unambiguous manner which is both
essential and not excessive.
The new signage standards approved
by CAI’s central committee on
27/6/2015 allow for the inclusion
of information and indications on
signposts (logos, lengths, etc.) for
different user groups. In particular,
indications for cyclists can be included
on signposts if the route is suitable for
cycling.
Principal signage
Footpath destinations are valid for
all users and do not need to be
repeated for the different methods
used (walking, cycling, horse riding,
etc.). Times shown on signs always
refer to journey times on foot. When
the footpath can also be used as a
cycle path, the distance in km can be
shown in the relevant section.

4.3

already described, special signs
indicating suitability for cycling can
be used, as in example 1, or as in
example 2 at crossroads with no
signage.

Secondary signage
On routes where horse riding and
cycling are possible, the red-white-red
flag waymarkers contain the wording/
symbol MTB (for mountain bike) in
black on a white background. Except
in special cases, if the bicycle symbol
is used this will be valid for cycling and
horse riding, and vice versa.

1

It is advisable to put the symbol
and footpath number on the same
waymarker flag to avoid excess
signage.
2
Measures 8x15
cm (same as the
waymarker flag)
The red bands are
1.5 cm wide.
Could be
positioned lower
down on signposts
and place signs.

Post to
support
signs.

Furthermore, to improve cycle path
signage, along with the signposts
Footpath - Technical manual for identifying signage and maintaining the footpath network
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4.3

Signage for mixed-use paths

Finally, to better identify itineraries
that are also suitable for cycling or
horse riding, it is extremely helpful to
represent them correctly on walking
maps (hard or soft copies) or special

52

1.6

publications that highlight their
suitability for different user groups.
These itineraries can subsequently be
confirmed on site through the mixeduse signs outlined above.
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5

Other signage

Winter signage for snowshoe routes
Winter walking in the mountains,
especially with snowshoes, has led
to tourist operators in some areas
displaying special signs, initially of
their own volition but this became
more organised, to indicate selected
routes that arrive at facilities that are
open and operating in winter.
In Lombardy, this type of signage is
mainly regulated to be consistent
with itineraries in areas bordering
Switzerland.

To avoid the excessive use of
additional signs outdoors, we
recommend moderate use limited
to situations where an indication of
a winter route is essential, especially
where signage is fixed.
The preferred option is movable
signs, which may also be on wooden
poles, that can be positioned in late
autumn and removed at the end of
winter.
It should be remembered that
prompt changes to routes and signs
could be necessary, due to varying
snowfalls and snow cover (risk of
avalanche).

Signage for Nordic walking routes
Nordic walking originated in
Scandinavia as a training activity
outside the cross-country skiing
season, and has been widespread and
structured in Italy since the beginning
of this century. This type of walking
involves sticks used with a particular
technique.
Itineraries with dedicated signs have
been placed in various tourist areas,
often on top of the existing walking
network already marked out.
Considering that this is just another
type of walking, and as such already
uses sections of the network best
suited to its characteristics, it is not
deemed useful to create networks and
signs specifically for this activity. The
duplication of signs that could cause
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5.1

5.2

confusion and waste resources must
be avoided. Evaluate instead whether
or not to extend the walking network
to possibly include those sections
suggested as suitable for Nordic
walking.
Before creating new signage, evaluate
whether or not it is sufficient to
publicise recommended routes for this
and new activities in hard copy and/
or on the Internet with downloadable
trails that can be accessed online with
a QR code.

Sentieri - Manuale
tecnico
per l’individuazione,
la signage
segnaletica
e la
manutenzione
reti sentieristiche
Footpath
- Technical
manual
for identifying
and
maintaining
thedelle
footpath
network
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5.3

Temporary signage
Issues may arise when creating the
walking network that need to be
managed with temporary solutions.
Some have been suggested here,
however it should be remembered
that temporary measures are
followed by permanent signs
in reasonably short timescales,
which comply with official signage
requirements.
In situations where the on-site
implementation of signage is delayed
or is implemented by untrained
operators, planners or work
coordinators may consider it useful
to indicate signpost installation
sites and waymarker positions with
temporary guidance signs.
In such cases it is advisable to use
the SIGNAGE BEING IMPLEMENTED
notices shown in the examples,
made of preprinted plastic card,
which must be removed when the
permanent signage is installed.

As the signage is temporary,
waymarkers can be smaller than
standard dimensions. It is advisable
for the measurements of installation
site signs to be a maximum of 5 x 20
cm, as they must be secured to posts
with a diameter/side of 5-6 cm.
To address particular or emergency
situations, waymarkers can also be
used on trees, with painted or printed
flexible metal plates, with holes at the
side as shown. Vegetable-based strips
can be used to secure them to trunks.
Similarly, if principal signage is
absent temporarily, temporary signs
showing the main destination can
be positioned to resolve particular
situations, as shown in the example.
Measurements can be half the size of
standard sign measurements.

To be secured to
tree trunks using
metal staples.

To be secured on
the upper part of a
wooden post, with
the point turned
downwards, and
secured to the
sign support post
installation point.
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6

Works

Secondary signage - Positioning
Secondary signage is of considerable
importance when signing footpaths,
and it must be clear, visible, and not
excessively detailed. It must be suitably
positioned to create the correct
balance between two opposing
requirements - make the path safer
for users and limit the negative visual
impact of signs.
Criteria:
sign only where essential, any time it
is necessary to identify a path;
when positioning waymarkers,
ensure that they are visible at a
distance in both walking directions;
waymarkers placed on flat surfaces
are not usually very visible due to the
reduced display area, added to the
fact that a sprinkling of snow, grass or
leaves can cover them;
make signs more obvious on
descents (people move more quickly
and can easily miss a sign);
waymarkers must be positioned
closer together on open land and
where the path is less obvious;
the red- white-red flag waymarker
with the footpath number must always
be placed at the start and end of
the footpath, and at crossroads with
obvious footpaths (even if not signed)
and roads.

•
•

•
•
•

Following on from the general rules
above for positioning signage, the
actions to take in the various situations
that occur along footpaths are
outlined below.
Flag waymarkers must be positioned
near crossroads with marked
footpaths, considering that if signposts
are damaged or removed, it will
be ground signage that indicates
directions. In the case of crossroads
with unmarked footpaths, waymarkers
must only be placed on the marked
58

itinerary, with the number of the
footpath before and after the
crossroads added (example 1).
Intermediate white-red
waymarkers should be positioned
at points which are possibly higher
or overhang, and are easily visible in
both walking directions, immediately
at the side of the path. Sometimes
one waymarker alone does not
meet this requirement and it needs
to be duplicated. They should be
made visible, considering their use in
poor weather conditions especially
(example 2)..
Trees can be used for positioning
waymarkers in woods, provided that
they are not veteran trees.
•The waymarker must be positioned
on the side facing the path in the
direction of approach, and such that it
is visible from a distance (example 3).
•Take care not to obstruct forestry
signage!
At changes of direction in fields
where there are no overhanging
features, position round/square
wooden posts raised above the
ground by approximately 80-100 cm.
Place the white-red waymarker on the
top of the post (example 4).

6.1
1

2

3

4

5

If the track of a path is not obvious
on open land which is stony or
liable to fog, the distance between
waymarkers must be reduced and
signage supplemented with cairns or
posts measuring at least 40-50 cm
(example 5).
If the path is easily visible with no
crossroads, a white-red confirmation
waymarker every 3-400 metres is
sufficient (approximately 5 minutes of
walking).
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6.1

Work procedures
Outlined below are the work
procedures recommended for
implementing signage. These
procedures vary slightly depending
on the type of signage support
chosen. Although instructions are
general and apply to all situations,
the use of adhesive tape is
recommended for marking out an
area of 8x15 cm where waymarkers
are to be painted.

below, the waymarker area is
marked out with adhesive tape
(paper masking tape measuring
10-15 mm wide is ideal). Once the
border and colour separation line
are created, apply the paint with
a brush, starting from the edge of
the tape and working towards the
centre, preventing the paint from
seeping under the tape, especially
on uneven surfaces.

The procedures for the different
types of support that can be used
are outlined in detail below.
On rocks, concrete poles or
walls: after cleaning the surface
with a wire brush (in some cases it
is better to also use a bush hammer
to remove lichen completely) and a
cloth to remove dust, mark out the
waymarker as outlined above, and
paint the upper section white and
the lower section red (example 1).

By using a special template with
the measurements of waymarker
sections, as shown in the example

1

4

On trees: clean the bark to enable
better colour adhesion, taking care
not to damage the tree.
2

5

3

6

On larch and oak tree trunks: to
create a suitable waymarker base,
remove the external rough layer
of the bark without penetrating
vital layers. Stripping bark at depth
damages the tree, and over time the
resin will deteriorate and ruin the
sign.
On beech trees which are smooth,
it is sufficient to clean it using gloves
and a cloth (example 2).
Remove soft, loose bits of bark on
fir trunks gently with a wire brush.

Flag waymarker
created using tape
and template.
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6.1

Secondary signage - Positioning

Secondary signage - Positioning

Pre-printed signs on plates made
of metal or other hardwearing
materials, secured with stainless
steel screws, inserts, silicone or
other fasteners, are also permitted
in or near towns.
Flag or continuation waymarkers
printed on adhesive labels are also
permitted on metal surfaces (poles
for lighting or similar) if authorised
(example 3).

Procedure recommendations
A team implementing secondary
signage should have 4 members if
possible. It is a good idea for the
most experienced member to go
on ahead with tape and identify
and prepare sign bases, another
member to follow with the white
paint, another with the red paint,
and the fourth to remove the tape
and any paint bleed.
Each team should have a painting kit
complete with paints, brushes, wire
brush, template, cloth and thinner,
and tools such as a billhook, pruning
saw, shears, pickaxe (if the creation
of cairns is expected), a bush
hammer (if the removal or erasure
of old signs is expected), and a bag
for waste and used tape (example 4).
weather must be good
•toThe
carry out the procedure. The

1

2

3

4

surfaces must be completely dry for
the colour to adhere properly.
preparing the colours, keep
•theWhen
paint thick to prevent dripping,
and signs will last longer.
Choose the most convenient
•position
on a rock which is
protruding and well-secured to the
ground, or a tree trunk (avoiding
veteran trees). For waymarkers on
the walls of private property, ask
the owner’s permission beforehand,
even if just verbally.
the surface thoroughly:
•useClean
a wire brush on stone, gloves
or billhook on tree trunks, without
damaging them, and use tape to
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6.1

Principal signage - Preparation and positioning

Secondary signage - Positioning
mark out the waymarker (example 1).

6

Apply white paint to the upper
•section
and red to the lower section.

1

Always apply the white first, keeping
the two colours slightly separate if
the paint is not thick enough. This
also helps if any white paint drips
onto the red, as this is easier to
correct, even while the paint is still
wet, rather than if the red drips onto
the white (example 2).
Paint from the outside working
•towards
the inside of the waymarker

2

with small strokes.
On open land, especially when
the path is not obvious, orientate
continuation waymarkers in the
direction of the footpath (example
3).

3

4

The number of the footpath is to
be written on the flag waymarker
only when the white paint is dry,
using a brush or enamel pen for
outdoor use, and a lettering guide if
necessary (example 4).
Letters indicating a variant of the
main footpath must be placed to
the right of the number (example 5).

Signs must be positioned on
suitable square/round support
posts of a height varying between 2
and 3 metres, and recommended
diameter/side of 8 cm (if wooden).
If metal signs are being used,
support posts should be tubular
galvanised iron or stainless steel,
with diameter between 48 and 60
mm.

7

Posts must be driven into the
ground for at least 50-60 cm. To
prevent them from rotating or being
removed, it is advisable to insert
large nails, screws or rods into the
underground section.
It is a good idea to position a mound
of stones around the base of posts
so they cannot be damaged by
animals.
Installing principal signage
The Installation Site Report contains
the information required for
installing signage (position and
direction of posts and the order of
signs from the top downwards).

1

2

3

4

If the footpath is part of a long•distance
itinerary, the itinerary
5
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initials or symbol can be included,
depending on the dimensions, on
the flag waymarker containing the
footpath number or on a dedicated
waymarker (examples 6 and 7).

Signs should be secured to wooden
posts using screws with a diameter
of 6.5 mm and hexagonal head and
flange, and a 10 mm spanner. They
will be of varying length depending
on the thickness of the signs
(for example use 60 mm screws
with signs that are 20 mm thick)
(example 1).

6.2

1

2

stainless or galvanised steel
•lagUsescrews
with integrated washer
to ensure optimal strength.

It is advisable to use special brackets
on round posts to increase the
support area and simplify sign
assembly operations (example 2).
To position signs on square posts
pointing towards intermediate
directions on the various sides of
the post, saw protruding edges to
create a small support (example 3).
When placing posts in fields,
especially near mountain dairies,
if there are insufficient stones to
create protection around the base
use barbed wire instead, as shown
in the example 4.

3

4

5

See Support Posts and Securing
Signs, where posts in metal and
other materials are also considered
(example 5).

On the left:
Steps when installing signage at a crossroads.
1. Digging deeply to approximately 50-60 cm.
2. Positioning the post (small stones at the bottom,
larger stones on top).
3. Positioning signs on the post.
4. Securing signs to the post.
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6.2
1

2

Principal signage - Preparation and positioning
Installation tips
Attach the signs from the top
downwards considering the
following:
The highest sign is the one which
protrudes in the direction of the
footpath, and is to be placed at
approximately 3-5 cm from the
head of the post (example 1).
Signs with opposite directions
•should
be placed close together.

3

4

5

6

•

Position place signs at the
bottom, well visible from the centre
of the crossroads, in line with the
sign above and at a distance of
approximately 5 cm from it.
To make it easier for the screws
to penetrate the post, make a 5
mm hole to a depth of 2-3 cm
beforehand.
Tighten screws until they rest on the
sign without the head embedding
into the sign itself.
Maintain a distance of
approximately 2 cm between one
sign and another (example 2).
To insert signage along
footpaths correctly
Signposts must be positioned at a
point which is clearly visible from
the crossroads, regardless of the
direction of approach. Remember
that signs must remain at the side
of footpaths and not protrude, with
the arrowhead kept within the range
of the footpath itself (example 3).
• The installation of principle
signage must always be
integrated with secondary
signage.
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Examples of signage at a crossroads
Incorrect

Near summits or in windy areas,
position posts slightly lower than
the ridge if possible, to reduce visual
impact and the increased forces and
wear caused by the wind (example 4).
If signs are positioned on slopes
•above
the footpath, it is sufficient

6.3

Correct

Post too near
the edge of the
footpath

Secondary
signage absent

to secure them to a post which
is smaller than the standard
measurements.

Authorisation from owners is required
when positioning signs on walls or
road signposts (example 5).

Principal
signage absent

must be at least 70-80
•cmSignposts
from the outside edge of the
footpath/secondary road.

Signs can also be secured directly
to large rocks or rock faces where
the angle and verticality permits this.
This may be especially useful in the
Alps where it is difficult to transport
posts, or in areas liable to avalanches
where posts would not be ideal for
withstanding the weight of snow
(example 6).
Under no circumstances must
signs be secured to trees or the walls
of mountain huts, mountain dairies,
near chapels, crucifixes, newspaper
kiosks or other architectural/cultural
features that require them to be
kept separate and at a respectable
distance

Double post to
be avoided

SSecondary
signage with no
flag waymarker
as an initial
indication
The examples
shown do not
consider real
situations that
are often affected
by the presence
of natural or
architectural
features that
require other
solutions.

Double crossroads
close together...
...where it is
better to repeat
principal
signage and
reinforce
secondary
signage

Note the
combination of flag
waymarkers with
directional signs.
The first waymarker
encountered
starting out from
the crossroads is a
flag waymarker.

Footpath marked out.
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6.3

Procedures for special signage

Examples of signage at a crossroads
Incorrect
1

Correct
2

Sections shared with walking
routes that are managed by
other parties
If an itinerary must follow sections
that already have signs installed and
maintained by other organisations,
agreement must be reached with
these parties, and efforts made to
avoid overlapping or duplicating
posts, information and signage, in
accordance with existing regulations.

•

3

Temporary closure of a footpath
If a footpath has to be closed for
work or an emergency that could pose
a risk to walkers, suitable information
about the official order must be clearly
visible at the start and end of the
footpath, such as:
Footpath closed for work (due to
landslip etc.) - passage prohibited details of the official order.
Depending on the importance of the
route, the closure must be suitably
publicised (e.g. local press, tourist
organisations, official mountain guides
and escorts in the area, police, etc.).

4

5

•

6

6.4

to be removed, the following
recommendations are provided on
the basis of experience:
to remove wording or degraded
•signs,
use a bush hammer (hammer
used by stonemasons) and/or an
abrasive disc.
if the signs are on boulders or
•rocks,
using a bush hammer or
abrasive disc produces the required
results. On more friable rock paint
can be removed with a pickaxe blade
or rock chisel.
If the signs to be removed are on
•pine,
fir or larch trees, remove a
thin layer of bark. If the signs are on
smooth, fine beech, paint over it with
a camouflaging colour.
If the signs are no longer very
•visible,
decide whether or not
to remove them or let time
take its course to remove them
permanently.

Permanent closure of footpaths
In the case of a footpath which
is being closed permanently, after
officially informing the local council
and other relevant authorities
(Regional, Provincial, Uplands
Authority etc.), and local press
organisations, remove signposts and
waymarkers from rocks and trees.

•

1 The bottom sign creates visual discontinuity

2

Positioning it on the back of the sign indicating the
opposite direction, and moving the left direction sign
up, clearly improves the visual effect.

3 The sign at the centre crosses the other

4

Swapping the first two improves the visual effect
and the three lower signs are all aligned.

5 The third sign creates obvious misalignment

6

By moving the third sign up and lowering the top
two, all signs are more legible.

and greater impact.

two signs, creating misalignment and
a negative visual impact.

and protrudes towards the direction of the
footpath.
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Resizing or removing
waymarkers
In areas where waymarkers
have larger dimensions than those
stipulated, or where superfluous
or degraded wording needs

•
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6.5

Signage along roads
Setting up a walking network starts in
towns. In built-up areas, walking signs
should have the same characteristics
as signs along footpaths.
However, currently this is not always
possible, as walking signs are not
considered a priority, and sometimes
conflict with road signs.
Footpath sections that involve public
thoroughfares are usually very short
and connect two footpath sections,
and are indicated with signposts
at the connection points only. The
intermediate section only contains a
few signs at intervals of approximately
3-400 metres near any secondary
forks.
While awaiting national legislation that
recognises the value and importance
of signage for walking routes, and
addresses the different approaches
of numerous provincial and regional
laws, the requirements set out in
Swiss legislation are outlined here by
way of example.
Walking enjoys special consideration
in Switzerland. Walking itineraries

Works on the land
commencing from towns are usually
signposted starting at the train or
bus station. General permits are
granted for positioning signs on road
signposts, street lights, telephone
poles, and low-voltage poles
belonging to electricity companies.
As stipulated in article 103, section 4
of road sign regulations (RS 741. 21),
signs must not invade the clear profile
of the carriageway.
The minimum distance between the
edge of the carriageway and the edge
of the nearest sign is 30 cm within
towns, and 50 cm outside towns.
This distance must also be observed
on forest and farm roads (to prevent
damage due to forestry or farm
vehicles).
The distance between the lower edge
positioned at the lowest level and the
ground must be at least 220 cm.
Signposts must be secured such
that the safety of observers is not
compromised by road traffic.

Maintaining a walking network
requires an ongoing commitment
which must be considered when
planning and/or agreeing to manage
footpaths.
In addition to signage, this
commitment also includes looking
after footpath bases, and cutting
overgrown vegetation on paths at
low/medium altitudes or in wooded
areas, and those covered in grass.
Emergency situations aside, routine
maintenance should be scheduled
at short/long intervals depending
on circumstances (usually more
frequently on grassy or wooded
areas at low altitude, or where
bases are more prone to erosion).
Furthermore, targeted preventative
maintenance will mean that the
footpath will last longer and better
guarantee the passage of users.
Suitably cutting shrubs, branches
and plants that invade the footpath
area by 50-80 cm at the side, causes
less damage to plants if done during
the dormant period (late autumn)
and at ground or branch node level.
It also means that in subsequent
years a strimmer can be used, with
excellent results and energy savings.
Cuttings should also be gathered
and stacked.
Strimmers and equipment must
only be used by skilled personnel
who know how to use such tools
correctly. Personal protective
equipment must be used, and
a suitable distance must be
maintained from volunteers and
between operators using dangerous
equipment.
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6.6
Earth must only be moved if
essential (footpaths are for the
use of walkers and not mechanical
equipment).
Removing natural obstacles
completely is not always ideal, nor is
removing stones from the footpath
base and piling them at the side,
which can accelerate erosion if the
base is not consolidated. If grass is
cut it should be collected to restore
adjacent sections.
Water cutoffs are of particular
importance, and demonstrate
the work designed to ensure the
existence of the footpath, as they
can no longer be classed as such
when transformed into streams.
There must be enough water cutoffs
to deviate water from the ground,
preventing or reducing the erosion
of the footpath base as much as
possible. This phenomenon is very
frequent and damaging, especially on
popular footpaths.
They can be made from simple
gutters 10-15 cm deep if the terrain
is not too steep. On steeper ground
the water cutoff must be deeper and
the bank reinforced downstream
with stones embedded to a depth
of at least two thirds, and with the
heaviest part in the ground, or
a wooden post with a diameter
of 7-10 cm can be positioned
and secured appropriately to the
ground. Whatever the solution, the
downstream drain must at least be
as wide as the upstream section, and
free from material that obstructs the
flow of water.

Footpath
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6.6

Works on the land

6.6

Works on the land

The number of water cutoffs
depends on the slope and
potential for erosion

Environmental restoration and
positioning of stone deterrents.

Example indicating work relating to
the situation in the diagram on the
previous page.

It is good practice to inform and ask
for advice from the area’s forest or
park rangers if work is in a protected
area.

Even shortcuts between one bend
and another can damage slopes with
obvious erosion.
In the Alps especially, with a lack of
rockfill material, restoring slopes can be
a complex and difficult job.

Sloping stairs: on less steep sections
they aim to reduce inclination
and stabilise the terrain without
interrupting pace.
Deterrent blocks

Grass restoration
Erosion
containment
features

Step
< 25cm

Flagging on steep slopes with steps.
Flagging on steep slopes.

Grass restoration
Wooden strips

Current condition

Lateral erosion

Vegetation root
exposure
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Environmental
restoration
Restoration
work

Shown below are examples
of footpath conservation and
restoration taken from CAI Manual
No. 6 FOOTPATHS Restoration,
Maintenance & Signage (1999).
Section drawings from the Manual
are the result of graphics processing
by Rossella Viani.
Very popular footpaths are often liable
to duplication alongside the original
footpath.
Example of restoration work on the
original path.

Wall of vegetation

Sawtooth arrangement_Correct

Example of flagging arrangement. The
centre diagram shows an incorrect
arrangement of small stones, as they
are not horizontal.

Border
Horizontal stone arrangement
Incorrect

Border
Arrangement with wide base downwards_
Excellent
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6.7

Footpaths coinciding with roads or ski slopes
Planners rarely concern themselves
with ensuring the continuity of a
footpath that existed before a new
project is implemented, when in reality
it is essential for new roads and ski
slopes to ensure continuity of the
footpath and/or itinerary marked out is
maintained in all cases.
Departments and organisations
constructing roads or ski slopes are
therefore responsible for the following
works:
Implementing stone steps for
•negotiating
support walls or retaining
walls along roads.

the collection of water from
•theOrganise
road, to prevent the footpath from
becoming a container for wastewater
from the road and damaging the body
of the path.
If a new ski slope intersects a ski
•mountaineering
route, the department
or organisation creating the slope must
guarantee continuity of the existing
route.
It is necessary, or rather it should be
obligatory, to include these aspects
in plans and works contracts for
mountain roads and ski slopes.

Implementing footpath sections that
•connect
with the old footpath track in
new banking for roads and ski slopes.
secondary signage
•(flagImplementing
waymarkers with the footpath
number) on both sides of the road or
ski slope, to identify both points where
they coincide with the footpath, and
to enable users to easily identify both
points that connect the footpath to the
sides of the new development.
Implement principal signage
•(signposts,
place signs) at the end of
the road, where a new footpath start
point is actually created.
there is a new start point, signposts
•forIfthe
full itinerary must be replaced,
and possibly any journey times
updated.
Removing stones or backfill/
•excavation
material that has slipped
onto the footpath.
72
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7

Materials and equipment
Every CAI section or party carrying
out ongoing footpath maintenance
should appoint someone to manage
a small storeroom for keeping the
necessary materials and equipment.
With regard to large material
supplies, CAI sections which are
close to one another should come
to an agreement to obtain financially
advantageous offers, likewise at CAI
regional group level.
Beneficial partnerships with local
organisations and councils with
positive spin-offs for managing
footpaths should also be set up and
maintained (local councils, provincial
and regional governments, the
uplands authority, national park and
tourist organisations).
Landscaping work:
gloves, shears, billhook, bush
knife, adze, folding saw, bow
saw, strimmer, chainsaw (with
accessories and fuel). N.B. Cutting
tools and power equipment must
only be used by expert personnel.
Chain saws must only be used
by the owner or habitual user,
and using personal protective
equipment.
Ground work: safety gloves,
pickaxe, spade, rake, hammer, iron
pole, wooden sleepers and columns
to make steps and water cutoffs
(if local stone is not available),
wheelbarrow and tow rope (terrain
permitting), galvanised iron wire,
pliers.
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7

Materials and equipment

Secondary signage works:
container for paint and equipment,
white/red paint, silk bristle, flat
paintbrush of 14 or 16 mm, tape
15 mm wide, template for marking
out waymarkers, enamel pens
or brushes for the black paint,
template for painting footpath
numbers, gloves, thinner to clean
brushes and pens, wire brush for
cleaning rocks, billhook, saw and
shears, safety goggles, a cloth,
two containers for dirty brushes,
waymarker pegs, bush hammer
to remove or reduce stone
waymarkers.

Waterproof bag
containing first aid
equipment

Principal signage works:
copy of installation reports, map
extract of installation sites, the
various types of signs; support
posts; if wooden: support brackets
to secure signs if necessary,
stainless steel threaded bolts with
diameter of 6.5 mm, length 55-60
mm, with 10 mm hexagonal head
and washer incorporated, spanner
and screwdriver, or preferably a
power drill with 5 mm bit to make
pilot holes in the post (though it
is good practice to carry backup
screwdrivers/spanners).
If posts with sharp edges are used:
saw, chisel, hammer and rasp;
if metal support posts are used:
special support brackets with
fittings to secure signs, spanner and
screwdriver, or preferably a power
drill.

Carry a small first aid kit for
minor injuries such as scratches,
abrasions, knocks, cuts and anything
else that may result from removing
branches or cutting brush. A 1.5/2
litre sealed bag such as the example
shown will protect the necessary
equipment. Check that the contents
are always in date.
Note on paints
Synthetic gloss enamel paint is used
for very thick exteriors, which gives
a good guarantee of durability.
Experience has shown us that other
types of paint, such as chlorinated
rubber paint, dries quickly and is
fine on trees, but it flakes off some
types of rock. Water-based paints
have durability issues on rock.
Colour red with code RAL 3020 (traffic
red) or 3024 (luminous red). Colour
white with code RAL 9003 (signal
white) or 9010 (pure white).

Cleaning:
paper bags for collecting adhesive
tape soiled with paint and any other
waste.
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8

Assisted paths and equipped
routes (Via ferratas)

“Convinced that mountain
itineraries with no structures offer
unforgettable experiences, CAI is,
and will remain to be, against the
installation of new assisted paths/
equipped routes (Via Ferratas).
Where possible, work is underway
to decommission those that exist,

with the exception of those of
historic value, or where specific
thoroughfares along very popular
itineraries need to be made safe.”
(From new guidelines approved
by CAI representatives at an
assembly on 26 May 2013.)

Assisted path and equipped route (Via Ferrata)
In addition to the definitions
outlined on pages 14 and 15, note
the substantial distinction between
an assisted path and an equipped
route (Via Ferrata). The former has
steel ropes/chains that act as a
handrail in the only/few sections
that are exposed and treacherous
on otherwise easy paths, and the
latter has equipment secured to rock
faces, without which progressing
along the route would constitute outand-out rock climbing.
Equipped routes require the use of
personal protective equipment while
assisted paths do not, unless they
are also mountainous and therefore
similar to equipped routes in terms
of technical difficulty and effort
required.
In any case, irrespective of the
category of technical difficulty on
routes, any equipment present must
be reliable for use.
Implementing and maintaining
an assisted path or equipped
route (Via Ferrata) entails a set
of responsibilities which parties
responsible for maintenance must
understand.
The deterioration of equipment, with
unexpected and often unforeseeable
damage caused by landslips,
78

8.1

avalanches, ice and lightning,
demands continual attention, and
maintenance operators must be
proactive in working to keep routes
safe and passable. A regular routine
maintenance plan is therefore
necessary, which includes an
inspection at the start of the season,
and more frequent checks on
equipped routes (Via Ferratas) that
are open throughout the year.
Maintaining equipment on assisted
paths and equipped routes (Via
Ferratas) requires suitable technical
and organisational competence, in
addition to equipment that provides
the safety guarantees required. It is
therefore logical, if not essential, to
use companies or mountain guides
also specialising in the installation of
equipment fixtures.
For insurance purposes, the
chairman of the CAI section must
also inform CAI about the status of
routes with equipment, in terms of
them being safe to use (see page
123 in the Appendices).
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8.2

Normative references
In the absence of specific national
standards, a European work group
(CEN-WG5) made up of technical
experts recommended by various
transalpine clubs examined the
technical construction features
of equipped routes (Via Ferratas).
On completion of this preliminary
investigation in 2017, European
standard EN 16869:2018-01 Design/Construction of Via Ferratas
was published on 1/1/2018.
This has not yet been implemented
at a national level and should
be considered as guidance, and
therefore not compulsory.
It is however the industry standard,
as it specifies the planning,
inspections and maintenance
requirements applicable to
equipped routes (Via Ferratas).
It does not apply to routes with
apparatus such as adventure
parks (covered by EN 15567) or
sections equipped with features to
aid progression, such as footrests,
stairs, chains, wire ropes, etc.

Works
on equipped routes
(Via Ferratas).
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Standard EN 16869 aims to ensure
structures and/or anchoring
elements are safe for users relying
on them.
In the broader sense, the three
causes that lead to fault must be
avoided - negligence, inexperience
and carelessness.
For this reason, and to not incur
culpable liability, operators must
use all the information in their
possession in facility management/
maintenance, and be sure not to
overlook previous studies and work
on the subject. These are sources of

Technical references
construction/technical instructions,
which contribute to implementing a
fixture or structure that guarantees
suitable safety standards, based on
current technical knowledge, and
the principles of good design and
construction.
Now that it has been published and
is available to everyone, for anyone
working in the sector, the standard
is an additional benchmark and
source of technical instructions,
good practices and procedures. It
must therefore not be ignored or
disregarded.
However, with regard to the
information above on culpable
liability, distinguishing between
guidelines and compulsory
standards is of little importance, and
from what can be deduced from
the standard itself, the technical
documents already published and
cited below must be considered.

8.3

The matter is subject to different
schools of thought (the Western Alps
tend to apply the French system,
and the Eastern Alps the system
for the Dolomites) rooted in the
different ways of equipping routes.
The 5 currently available sector
publications which precede the new
EN standard, and must still form
part of the knowledge possessed by
anyone planning and maintaining
assisted paths and supported routes,
are listed below:
Les via ferrata en France - AFIT
•1999
2009 Errichtung, Wartung und
•Sanierung von Klettersteigen und
drahtseilsicherten Wegen – DAV-ÖAV
2011 Sentieri attrezzati e Via
Ferratas. Gli interventi conservativi
gestiti dalla SAT
2011 Wegehandbuch der
Alpenvereine – DAV-ÖAV
2017 Linee guida per l’attrezzatura
dei siti naturali per l’arrampicata e
dei percorsi attrezzati – CNGAI

•
•
•

The Società degli Alpinisti Tridentini
(SAT) study carried out by the
expert engineer Luca Biasi from the
footpath commission is of particular
importance and very useful.
It involves guidelines for SATauthorised operators produced with
the aim of standardising operations
to maintain, supplement and adapt
equipment on assisted paths and
supported routes.
It is the result of a lengthy and
systematic analysis of materials,
installation techniques, laboratory
and field tests, and involved
companies that specialise in
the production of materials and

Equipped routes
(Via Ferratas)

mountain guides for installing rock
face fixtures. After trying out different
types of rock and routes, the system
was optimised and, while being open
to further improvements, it has
been applied successfully on a large
part of almost 200 equipped routes
throughout the Trentino region.
SAT protocol is already in line
with the requirements of the new
European standard, and some
sections even include models
and principles contained in the
aforementioned study.
Whatever the situation, annual
checks/inspections are essential on
compliant routes. It goes without
saying that inspections are pointless
on an equipped route that does
not comply with the standard/other
guidelines, as it must be closed.
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8.4

1

2

3

Particular technical aspects
With reference to the
aforementioned SAT manual, a brief
overview of materials, installation
techniques and essential concepts
are outlined below, and a list of
materials and tips summarised.
Modularity of construction
elements
Prioritise individual construction
elements which are modular,
defining a system with few parts that
are versatile and provide a solution
for most situations.

Anchoring
Use anchoring which has the
specified construction shape
for horizontal or vertical steel
rope sections or at ridges. This
will optimise the performance of
anchoring and PPE. It must be made
of metal and suitably protected
against corrosion.

Choice of materials
Generic materials such as highresistance shackles, cringles, clamps,
wire ropes etc. Source equipment
which has been tested, qualitymarked, and is readily available
on the market. Specific anchoring
materials: opt for those already
produced or patented (available
on the market from specialist
companies).

Distance between anchoring
points and length of steel rope
sections
Section with assisted path
characteristics: distance of 4-5 m
between them. Equipped routes (Via
Ferratas): horizontally up to 3-3.5 m
of distance, vertically maximum of
2 m. It is advisable to avoid sections
that exceed 50 metres in length
(example 4).

Steel ropes
Ropes in galvanised steel, metal
core, diameter 12 mm, with 114
wires in accordance with standard
UNI EN 12.385, code AZ 114F-AM
diam.12. Must be installed suitably
taut - maximum 2-3 kN – and can
be used as an anchoring line and a
continuation line (example 1).

Distance between one section
and another
Create an intermittent passage for
PPE between successive sections.
In the case of channels or sections
liable to landslips, avalanches and
other phenomena (where fixtures
risk being damaged), position
individual pegs (to secure personal
steel wires) and/or improve the
surface underfoot (dig up, even out,
reconstruct).

Ladders/footrests
Ladders already installed: assess
whether or not they can be replaced
with metal footrests, or if the path
can be modified briefly.
New ladders: if possible avoid
installing them in favour of metal
82

footrests. Footrests can also be used
to equip horizontal stringers, or as
handles in place of or to supplement
hand/footholds (examples 2 and 3).

Sealing anchoring points
Use an appropriate endorsed
chemical anchoring product for
sealing holes and cracked concrete.

8.4

Particular technical aspects
Steel rope position
The ideal distance for a steel vertical
section rope with respect to the
centre of gravity of the user is
approximately 40-50 cm. The steel
rope must not obstruct or intersect
the line of progression. It must
always be at the side and anchored
with elements that are independent
of the rock (for example, do not
use brackets to secure it to ladder
stringers).

FOR EXPERIENCED CLIMBERS or
EQUIPPED ROUTE (VIA FERRATA)
must be placed on more challenging
sections if assisted paths or
equipped routes (Via Ferratas) are
involved (example 5). The first is
also used on exposed paths with no
equipment.
4

Ensure the height is comfortable in
horizontal sections. With correctly
installed anchoring, the steel rope
will always be easy for users of
average height to reach by hand. Pay
attention to the distance of the steel
rope from the rock - the space must
ALWAYS be able to accommodate
the fingers of users.
Steel rope loops: the use of 3
ferrules, size 12, is recommended;
the general standards are EN 134111 and EN 13411-2.
Filter
Standard EN 16869:2018-01
recommends the use of a ‘filter’,
i.e. an increase for a short initial
section of difficulties, limiting the
infrastructure, so that users can
assess their ability immediately
and the route’s level of difficulty,
and consider turning back as a first
option. A possible escape route must
also be assessed.

5

Signage
In addition to principal and
secondary signage used to
indicate the walking network,
signs with the information ROUTE
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8.5

Level of diﬃculty
The CAI level of difficulty gives
equipped routes (Via Ferratas)
an EEA classification, i.e. itinerary
for experienced climbers using
equipment.
Additional classification by the
Lombardy Mountain and Cave
Rescue Association in 2003 has
already been adopted by several
parties, and details level of difficulty
further as follows:

•

EEA - F = Expert climbers with
equipment – Easy:
very protected route, well marked
out, not very exposed, and where
metal fixtures are limited to just
one cable and/or chain secured
to improve safety only, but which
could be avoided (or not used) by
experienced climbers.

extremely articulated, but without
satisfactory supports, and which
also requires negotiating overhangs;
equipped with steel wires and/
or chains; only occasionally has
artificial steps that still require
considerable physical strength.

•

EEA - E = EExpert climbers with
equipment – Extreme:
extremely difficult route, vertical
with overhangs, mainly equipped
with one rope secured and/or chain;
existing supports are exclusively
natural and there are very few
footrests; considerable physical
strength is required, especially in
the arms, and if users do not have
the appropriate climbing technique
ascending will be exceptionally
difficult.

•

EEA - PD = Expert climbers with
equipment – Some diﬃculty:
more articulated route with
channels and walks with vertical
passes and exposed sections,
usually equipped with a cable or
chain, with secured metal ladders
and/or footrests.

•

EEA - D = Expert climbers with
equipment – Diﬃcult:
continually vertical route, very
articulated and with exposed
sections, equipped with steel
ropes and/or chains, various metal
fixtures that require a certain level
of physical fitness, even using
footrests.

•

EEA - MD = Expert climbers
with equipment – Very diﬃcult:
route on very steep rocks and
84
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9

Risks and safety instructions
Care must be taken to ensure
operations implemented to look
after footpaths are carried out safely.
CAI members and volunteers are
usually involved, and depending on
personal expertise, work can range
from reconnaissance operations
and checks on the condition of
routes, through to signage tasks
and maintenance in the field, and
planning networks and signage.
More rarely, some sections have
work carried out by third parties
or their employees for specialist
requirements.
Given that effective walking network
signage and maintenance cannot be
improvised, and must be planned
and prepared, for safety purposes
organisers and coordinators must
ensure that work is carried out by
responsible people who can use
work equipment correctly.
Obviously using a brush is not
the same as using shears, saws,
hammers, pickaxes, chainsaws and
strimmers.
People must therefore be suited
to the type of work involved, and
aware of the risks posed by a specific
activity.
Personal protective equipment must
be used!
A suitable distance must also be
maintained from operators using
dangerous equipment.
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9.1

Normative references
Legislation on health and safety in
the workplace has evolved in recent
times, and legislative decree no.
81 of 2008 which regulates this
area came into full effect on 31
December 2011.
In the specific case of voluntary
personnel, legislative decree 81/08 is
of considerable importance as it also
covers and protects them directly.
Legislative decree 81/08,
coordinated with legislative decree
no. 106 of 3 August 2009, states
that a worker is ”a person who,
regardless of contract type, carries
out work in a public or private
employer’s organisation, with or
without payment, even if the sole
purpose is to learn a trade, art or
profession, excluding family and
domestic services.”
This legislative decree distinguishes
between activities carried out
by employees, third parties and
volunteers. Note that the terms
‘worker’ and ‘volunteer’ are not the
same for the purposes of applying
the aforementioned legislation on
health and safety in the workplace.
Voluntary work can be split into two
types:
Type 1: volunteers for the Civil
Protection Agency, the Italian Red
Cross, the National Mountain and
Cave Rescue Association and the
Fire Service (activities characterised
by immediate response,
unpredictability, unspecified
settings); work safety standards
apply in these cases in consideration
of the particular requirements that
characterise these activities (see
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Normative references
decree from the Ministry of Work
and Social Policy of 13 April 2011).
Type 2: volunteers referred to in
legislative decree no. 117 of 3 July
2017.
Consequently, footpath signage and
maintenance operations definitely
come under type 2 activities and the
scope of application for legislative
decree 177/2017 (Voluntary Sector
Code).
Given article 3, clause 12-bis
of legislative decree 81/08, the
requirements relating to freelancers
referred to in article 21, which is
provided in full below, apply to CAI
footpath operators:
Article 21 - Provisions for
individuals in family businesses
as stipulated in article 230-bis
of the Italian Civil Code and
freelance workers.
1. Individuals in family businesses as
per article 230-bis of the Italian Civil
Code, freelancers that work or provide
services in accordance with article
2222 of the Italian Civil Code, farmers,
partners operating in the agricultural
industry under a simple partnership,
tradespeople and small traders must:
a) Use work equipment that complies
with the requirements of Section III.
b) Use personal protective equipment
in accordance with the requirements of
Section III.
c) Wear an ID badge with photograph
and personal details when providing
services under a contracted/subcontracted arrangement.
2. With regard to risk posed by the

activities carried out, and responsibility
for bearing the cost, the parties
referred to in clause 1 are entitled to:
a) benefit from medical supervision
in accordance with the provisions
of article 41, without prejudice
to obligations set out by special
provisions;
b) attend specific training courses on
health and safety in the workplace,
which focus on risk relating to the
activities carried out, in accordance
with the provisions of article 37,
without prejudice to obligations set out
by special provisions.
With regard to the above, it follows
that the CAI sections and other
territorial organisations are not
similar to employers (other than
in relation to their own staff if
they have any) in terms of their
relationship with members. To
all intents and purposes they are
volunteers, as they provide the
service personally, free of charge
and for no direct/indirect personal
gain, exclusively for reasons of
solidarity.

register.
2. Volunteers are people who carry out
activities of their own free will in the
interests of society and the common
good. They may do this through a
voluntary organisation, giving their time
and skills to meet the needs of others
and the communities that benefit
from their actions, obtaining no direct/
indirect gain, and doing so exclusively for
purposes of solidarity.
3. Voluntary work must not be
remunerated in any way, not even by the
beneficiary.
Voluntary organisations can only
reimburse their volunteers for expenses
incurred and documented for the
service provided, within maximum
thresholds and in line with conditions
established by the organisation.
Reimbursement of flat-rate expenses is
prohibited.

Definition of voluntary activity
Article 17 of legislative decree no. 117 of
3 July 2017 defines voluntary activity as
follows:

4. For the purposes referred to in clause
3, expenses incurred by volunteers may
be reimbursed on the basis of selfcertification submitted in accordance
with article 46 of Presidential Decree of
the Republic no. 445 of 28 December
2000. This is provided that the amount
does not exceed 10 euros per day or
150 euros per month, and the relevant
organisation must decide on the type of
expenses and voluntary work qualifying
for reimbursement.
The requirement in this clause does not
apply to voluntary blood/organ donation.

1. Voluntary organisations may use
voluntary workers to carry out their
activities, and must log the details of
those who work regularly in a special

5. The characteristics of voluntary
work are incompatible with any type of
employment or contractor agreement,
and any other working relationship

For activities carried out by
employees and contractors consult
the full version of legislative decree
81/08.
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Normative references
with the organisation where the person
volunteers or is a member, or through
which the person volunteers.
For further information on the subject
consult the Manual, VOLUNTARY
FOOTPATH ACTIVITIES Risk and Safety
Operations, which analyses safety
aspects regarding footpath volunteers,
not only to comply with legislation,
but also and especially to safeguard
the health and safety of our valued
volunteers. The Manual is aimed at
footpath signage and maintenance
managers, be they CAI section
managers, Regional Group managers or
similar, in addition to all CAI volunteers
who carry out the activities in question.

9.2

Insurance aspects
For insurance purposes all volunteers
involved in walking activities organised
by CAI must be registered with CAI at
the time of work commencement.
General footpath maintenance under
the responsibility of the CAI section
must be formally approved by the
management board beforehand, at
the beginning of the year or before
the work season commences. Specific
dates do not need to be arranged, but
it should be agreed at least verbally
that inspections will be carried out
throughout the year to check the
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condition of footpaths within a
section’s scope of responsibility, and
to maintain them. Furthermore, this
coordination should be overseen by
the footpath commission or one or
more appointed parties.
The Chairman of the CAI section,
or an authorised representative,
must be notified of each footpath
inspection and/or maintenance
operation carried out by volunteers
beforehand, via a traceable method
(e.g. dedicated form, fax, text, e-mail,
Whatsapp, etc.).
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10

Training and awareness

Signage and maintenance
training sessions
Organising educational and refresher
courses/sessions to inform and
standardise criteria and methods
for implementing walking network
signage and maintenance, is
essential for increasing the capability
of footpath workers and keeping the
network in good condition.
These sessions will be informative,
illustrative and practical, and mainly
aimed at CAI section and subsection operators who coordinate
footpath operations, walking guides,
and anyone interested in footpath
planning and operations, therefore
they are open to people outside CAI.

10.1

collaborators.
The commitment required primarily
of walking/footpath commissions,
which generally have people
with considerable experience on
the subject, should therefore be
considered as an investment that
can produce results immediately
(e.g. work implemented during the
sessions themselves), and in the
medium to long-term, in terms of
improving the walking network and
involving members.
For this purpose a course/session
schedule that can be adapted as
necessary is recommended.

CAI experts deliver the training, and
external trainers may also be used
(e.g. forestry personnel for brush
cutting and removing branches, or
tree signage, experts on ditches,
closing shortcuts, sorting a small pile
of landslip material, etc.).
For more basic operations a
weekend session is sufficient,
possibly in an easily accessible
location which enables several types
of activities to be implemented
on the terrain, and a round table
session to illustrate and discuss a
presentation with further information
and references to administrative
aspects in the sector.
Through sharing experiences
and practical field exercises,
these sessions will contribute to
networking and forming relationships
to improve the quality of the work,
make us aware of our limits, and
find new, trusted and reliable
92
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10.1

Signage and maintenance training sessions

Adopting a footpath

In summary, each course/session
should contain standard subjects
such as:

When working to conserve and
maintain a walking network, initiatives
such as the Adopt a Footpath project
are an extremely effective tool in
terms of actively involving several
parties, and raising awareness about
looking after footpaths and the
territory.

•

the footpath and its
historic, cultural and current
significance
the reason signage is
needed
signage symbols
the walking network and
footpath register
principal signage planning
tips
reading site installation
reports
preparing principal signage,
order, arrangement
preliminary organisational,
administrative (permits,
authorisations), insurance
aspects
organising teams
storing materials and
equipment and organising
storage areas
reporting and documenting
works/outdoor visits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other subjects may be identified
in relation to footpath type and
location where the outdoor
visit takes place. Work may be
implemented on one or more
footpaths requiring maintenance,
and where we have already set
up installation sites and prepared
signposts to be installed during the
course itself.
If enough experts are available for
an outdoor visit, it is advisable to
limit groups to 8-10 people so that
everyone is involved.
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Activities may involve:
techniques for putting
waymarkers on trees, rocks, walls
and open land, and distances;
installation of waymarker posts
and construction of cairns;
techniques for positioning and
securing principal signage;
combining principal and
secondary signage;
removing branches and brush
cutting;
working on the footpath base;
creating water cutoffs with local
materials;
preventing shortcuts, footpath
duplication.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On completion of the course, it is
important to arrange a final review
to ensure everyone has returned,
discuss the work completed, gather
materials and equipment, and most
importantly, to thank everyone for
their effort and commitment, and
excellent teamwork.
The free gift of a Footpath Volunteer
t-shirt is also appreciated by
members involved in footpath
maintenance operations.

These fairly wide-reaching projects
involve organisations, protected areas
and CAI sections outside the area
that are open to twinning with local
sections, and other public/private
organisations.
They can have a wealth of content
and be very educational when
implemented with schools, and focus
the attention of teachers and pupils
on their own territory and a range
of subjects, such as geology, history,
geography, photography and manual
activities. There is also the potential
for involving parents in outdoor visits.
Compared with these significant
results, similar projects with
schools are usually limited by a
brief timeframe. When a project
transpires from an actual agreement
(see example in Appendices), the
benefits are definitely important for
maintaining good conditions on the
walking network, even in the medium
term.

10.2
overgrown vegetation, including
cutting small trees that have fallen
along the footpath
maintenance work on the footpath
base by restoring the surface
underfoot where it is deteriorating
due to rainwash or blockages from
debris, or by putting in steps to
negotiate steep or rugged sections (to
be implemented in agreement with
the relevant organisation);
monitoring the condition of walking
routes, and promptly informing the
relevant organisation about critical
situations regarding footpath use that
come to light and cannot be resolved
with simple actions by volunteers.

•

•

Activities may extend to the following
on agreement with the proposing
organisation, depending on the skill
and availability of the adopter:
collecting and processing
information, data and reports on the
use and development of the walking
network in the area in question;
collaboration in an educational
environmental campaign and
initiatives that aim to involve public,
cultural, environmental, sporting and
voluntary associations, and business
groups, to achieve the objectives of
the Footpath Adoption project.

•
•

The activities that an adoption
scheme may involve are as follows:
training adopters through mini
classroom-based and/or field courses
on implementing and maintaining
footpath signage;
checking, maintaining and restoring
principal and secondary signage;
light duties to clear paths of

•
•
•
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Adopting a footpath means adopting
a treasure
“In an ideal world, the walker is
entrusted with the historic memory of a
heritage shaped by toil, sacrifice,
and the dogged determination of
mountain people.
More than any other visitor to the
mountains, the walker is tasked with
preserving this wealth of cultural
capital.”
(Annibale Salsa – General Chairman of
CAI 2004- 2010)
To raise awareness and involve
registered members in monitoring
and looking after footpaths within
scope, a CAI section may embark
on specific initiatives. Based on the
experience already gained by some
sections, the advice is to contact
members via direct communication
and a poster containing the
following:
Why adopt a footpath?
Dear Member, as a supporter
or simply someone who loves
the mountains and its valleys,
you already know that footpaths
constitute a rich yet fragile heritage
which is priceless, and looking
after them promotes, protects and
develops mountainous regions. Is
there a footpath you’re particularly
fond of that you use often, or
which is close to home so you
feel it sort of belongs to you? For
the CAI volunteers who manage
and maintain the footpaths, it is a
complex and laborious task to check
the condition of the vast network in
their area of responsibility. This is
why your support is valuable, and
this is why your section has set up
an initiative to adopt a footpath. The
idea is a simple one, but it would let
us have a group of people who focus
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on checking the condition of the
footpaths.
Rules
Anyone wishing to adopt one or
more footpaths, or part of one, must
hand their registration form into the
branch directly, send it by post, or
e-mail it to: …@…, agreeing to:
walk the route at least two/three
times a year, approximately around
springtime, mid-summer and
autumn, or after an important event
such as heavy rain or snow falls, to
check the condition and report any
damage to the relevant CAI section;
monitor the condition of the base,
signage and infrastructure;
inform the section of any critical
issues, supported with photographs
and/or geo-referencing details if
possible, such as landslips, work in
progress, fallen trees, vandalism, or
anything that requires intervention
or the support of the volunteers;
not carry out major operations
(e.g. renewing and/or supplementing
signage, cutting trees or shrubs,
digging) if not informed and
authorised by the CAI section
beforehand.

•

•
•

•

The documentation on the initiative
is available from the following
addresses: https://…
For further information or
clarification write to: …
List the footpaths available for
adoption.
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Working towards a quality walking network
Since it was established, CAI has
always been involved in the footpath
network on a voluntary basis within
the various sections.
With support from other parties in
the territory, numerous footpaths in
the country were marked out and
maintained. However, this enormous
effort was often sporadic and
disparate, and not particularly wellcoordinated or managed.

starting point was a situation with
extremely different national territories,
with a few glimmers of light and
numerous dark areas, and general,
systematic disarray, which is now
gradually decreasing. There is still
much to do, and the idea of quality
actions before even reaching networks
is essential for having a perspective of
the work that has been done, and the
work there is still to do.

To bridge this operational and
strategic gap, in 1995 CAI and local
committee representatives showed
immense capability and perseverance
in setting an objective to implement
the Italian Walking Network (REI),
and contribute to an increase in
recreational walking in Italy. The

Over the years, various publications
on footpath quality have been
produced by Switzerland, USTRA
(road infrastructure organisation)
and Svizzera Sentieri, and they form
the basis of the reflections that have
inspired these pages.

General aims
As we know, not all footpaths are the
same with respect to an agreed set of
parameters. It should be pointed out
that Italy does not yet have established
quality standards for footpaths, which
would be extremely useful for steering
operational choices in different
territories.
The aims that are driving us to
promote footpath quality principles,
be they in Lombardy, Campania or
anywhere else, are fundamentally
the same, however specific regional
features and footpath characteristics
must be considered (Alps, mid-levels,
foothills, plains, rivers, town proximity,
etc.), with their very different histories
and management.
These pages should be a tool that
provides standard guidance which
is straightforward, and enables
the organisations and associations
98

11.1
involved in maintaining and promoting
walking networks to understand the
issues and act accordingly to resolve
them.
This analysis could be useful and act
as a precursor to assigning a specific
CAI quality mark in the future, in order
to give walking networks a permanent
quality target.
To sum up, the quality objectives
outlined below are designed to
achieve safe footpaths that are wellserved, appealing, interconnected and
equipped with adequate, appropriate
information that can be used by
numerous people, in accordance
with a site model of sustainability and
environmental compatibility.
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Specific aims
Information for users
A quality network must enable
easy access to information on
the itinerary (condition of the
path, difficulty, cultural and
environmental aspects, what to see
along the route, support facilities,
services, etc.).
Nowadays this is much easier than
in the past thanks to information
technology helpfully accompanying
walkers along a route (e.g. the
Internet, apps, QR codes, near-field
contact , etc.).
Obviously hotspots positioned
along routes will be made of
fully recyclable, biodegradable,
environmentally-friendly material,
and will use the structures already
there on the route for principal
signage (poles, posts, framework
etc.). Up-to-date GPS tracks for
footpaths will be available free
online.
Information from footpath
users
Request for proactive walkers: the
aim is to create a tool/method for
receiving feedback on signage,
route and route conditions and
maintenance.
This underpins lasting quality
criteria for walking networks.
Walkers are invited to participate
‘socially’ in real time, by
reporting any structural issues
or shortcomings along routes
(landslips, collapse, vandalism,
access issues, critical issues relating
to multiple use i.e. cycling/horse
riding, etc.).
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Specific aims
Accessibility
Walkers must be able to plan their
trips autonomously and safely, and
access all information useful for
identifying itineraries conveniently
for each level of difficulty (T, E, EE,
EEA).
If understood and well-managed,
this can have a significant social
and economic impact in territories,
as it enables walking possibilities
and outdoor tourism to vary and
expand infinitely, decreasing and
cushioning the environmental
effects of the excessive use of
certain itineraries and walking
destinations, to the benefit of many
other less-developed and accessible
destinations.
An important section on the
subject discusses accessibility
for anyone with a disability, and
separate initiatives are being
set up throughout the country
with strategies and services for
developing accessible outdoor
sports tourism for as many people
as possible.
One example in Lombardy is the
Sentieri Accessibili association at
the business incubator in Cividate
Camuno, in the province of Brescia.

southern Adda regions.
Within the scope of their
volunteering activities, CAI sections
promote commendable work
accompanying people with varying
degrees of physical and mental

11.2
disability into the mountains. The
main equipment used is the Joëlette
all-terrain, one-wheeled chair that
enables any person with reduced
mobility or disability, child or adult,
to get involved in walking activities
with the help of guides.

The beneficiaries of a quality network
The users of the Italian walking
network, such as walkers from the
immediate area or further afield,
tourists and walkers on long-distance
cultural or pilgrim routes, are the
primary beneficiaries of quality
footpaths that are well-served, marked
out and maintained. That’s not the
end of the story though. In practice, a
quality network contributes in general
to the appeal of an area, and creating
and managing footpaths well will be
beneficial for a number of public and
private parties.
Public organisations:
by enhancing their departments
and implementing targeted actions,
government departments (e.g. council
and provincial departments, uplands
authorities, park organisations) will
benefit, in addition to organisations

which are public or partly publicowned that are involved in promoting
the territory (departments and
associations promoting the local area
and tourism). This is also true for the
associations involved, such as CAI.

11.3

Private organisations:
companies in areas near quality
walking networks will see their
business opportunities increase, and
this will apply to all sectors, including
accommodation in towns and in the
mountains, services (guides, baggage
couriers, taxis, etc.), trade, catering,
small businesses, craft businesses,
farming and the entire kilometre-zero
supply chain. With a quality walking
network, tourism will be able to add
a plus into the product mix that each
area sets up for local promotion and
business purposes.

Similarly, accessible and sensory
routes for the disabled and visually
impaired are on the increase,
especially within the Lombardy park
network, such as Parco delle Colline
Bresciane, Parco delle Groane,
Parco Nazionale dello Stelvio/
Sondalo, Parco di Cortevecchia Val
Curone, and parks in the Ticino and
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11.4

Objectives and evaluation criteria
The evaluation model
recommended here is based on
quality objectives, and involves
setting straightforward, well-defined
benchmarks that are shared to
avoid reliance on arbitrary personal
perception.
First of all, criteria and objectives
must be understood by everyone
involved with planning, constructing,
maintaining, signing and promoting
footpaths.
A subjective evaluation can be
carried out with reference to a
walking network stretching at least
20-30 km, preferably larger, or longdistance itineraries. In this case,
for each individual leg the overall
evaluation will correspond to the
average leg rating.

3. Sections through special areas.
4. Footpath type.
5. Footpath surface.
6. Route conditions.
7. Signage compliance.
8. Support facilities.
9. Legal status.
10. Information and communication.
11. Connectivity on the footpath.
12. Socio-economic value.
13. Accessibility.
14. Disabled access.
15. Mixed use of the walking
network.
The evaluation guidelines for each
objective are outlined in the table
below.
The observations of evaluators
should be recorded after each table
with an objective, to provide input
for the overall evaluation.

1. Outdoor variety
What to observe?

The evaluation objectives consider
appeal, safety and usability.
1. Outdoor variety.
2. Public transport links.
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Evaluation

Assessment

Variety:
woods alternating with
countryside/fields, ascents,
slopes, view from a
distance/nearby, marked
changes in direction, etc.

Good variety and wealth of attractions: each route/leg has
two attractions on average every hour of walking on the
path (ensuring a direct, logical route).

Very good

Moderate variety: each route/leg has one attraction on
average every hour of walking (ensuring a direct, logical
route).

Good

Attractions: natural and
cultural

Little variety: each route/leg has less than one attraction
on average every hour of walking (ensuring a direct, logical
route).

Sufficient

No variety

Insufficient

Solutions?

Short diversion to panoramic points, if present.
Creation of ‘panoramic’ windows in woods where
possible/compatible.

2. Public transport links
What to observe?
Links:
at least two daily public
transport links, or parking
areas for vehicles

The aim of the evaluation that
people complete for their area of
responsibility is to detect critical
aspects, increase awareness of the
quality level achieved, and steer
improvement actions.
The Italian walking network is mainly
managed by the relevant authorities
in the area, namely the Uplands
Authority, local councils, council
associations and park organisations.
CAI works in partnership with
these departments and other
associations.

11.4

Objectives and evaluation criteria

Solutions?

Evaluation

Assessment

The route/leg is linked to a public transport stop at both
ends.

Very good

The route/leg is linked to a public transport stop at one
end.

Good

The route/leg is not linked to a public transport stop at
either end but parking areas are convenient.

Sufficient

The route/leg is not linked to a public transport stop at
either end and parking areas are not convenient.

Insufficient

Agree new public transport stops with public
transport operators, review route starting points
from transport stops and car parks.

3. Sections through special areas
What to observe?
Presence of local, regional,
national parks spread over
more than one council
district, ecomuseums,
habitats, ancient settlements,
monuments, art, historic
locations, natural features,
characteristic Italian
landscapes, local species etc.
Solutions?

Evaluation

Assessment

Considerable importance: National and regional parks

Very good

Medium importance: habitats, local developments

Good

No particular importance

Sufficient

Sections through degenerated areas

Insufficient

Assess the possibility of reviewing the route.
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Objectives and evaluation criteria

Objectives and evaluation criteria

4. Footpath type

7. Signage compliance

What to observe?

Evaluation

Type i.e. if on a footpath,
mule track, trail, road with
limited/regulated traffic,
road open to traffic.

Solutions?

Assessment

More than 90% of the network is along footpaths, mule
tracks, trails and forest roads.

Very good

At least 80% of the network is along footpaths, mule tracks,
trails and forest roads.

What to observe?
Principal and secondary
signage

Good

Principal and secondary signage only partially complies
with standards, but it stills enables orientation.

Good

Less than 80% of the network is along footpaths, mule
tracks, trails and forest roads.

Sufficient

Principal and secondary signage does not comply with
standards, but it stills enables orientation.

Sufficient

Less than 60% of the network is along footpaths, mule
tracks, trails and forest roads.

Insufficient

Signage is not sufficient for safe orientation (even though
standard-compliant).

Insufficient

5. Footpath surface

Solutions?

Evaluation

Assessment

The entire path has a natural base with no surfaced
sections and without traversing forest roads.

Very good

The entire path has a natural base with no surfaced sections
and with sections on forest roads (with a natural base).

Good

The footpath has a natural base with surfaced sections
making up less than 20%.

Sufficient

The footpath has a natural base with surfaced sections
making up more than 20%.

Insufficient

Consider possible alternatives for avoiding sections
with an artificial base.

Condition of the footpath
base and the structures
present (pipes, steps, walls,
equipped sections).

Solutions?
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Count installation sites, plans for non-compliant signage
and supplementary signage installed where deemed
appropriate. Formation of local groups to maintain
horizontal signage.

8. Support facilities (on long-distance itineraries or on the network)
What to observe?

Evaluation

Presence of lodges, bivouac
shelters, hotels, hostels,
farm accommodation,
mountain dairies, farms
etc.

Along the route/leg there is a sufficient number of lodges/
facilities with the possibility of walking short/medium sections.

Very good

Along the route/leg there is a sufficient number of lodges/
facilities with the possibility of walking challenging sections.

Good

Along the route/leg there are only facilities with no catering
(bivouac shelters).

Sufficient

There are no support facilities.

Insufficient

Solutions?

Assessment

Reconsider routes in relation to support facilities,
new accommodation facilities.

9. Legal status

6. Route conditions
What to observe?

Assessment
Very good

Solutions?

Type of footpath base, is it
natural, paved, unsurfaced
forest road, asphalt,
cement.

Evaluation
Principal and secondary signage professionally installed in
accordance with existing regulations or CAI standards.

Consider possible alternatives for avoiding road sections.

What to observe?

11.4

Evaluation

Assessment

All of the footpath and structures present are in perfect
condition.

Very good

At least partial access for the disabled/diverse users.

Good

The footpath has sections and structures that require
intervention but which do not compromise the usability
and enjoyment of the route.

Sufficient

The footpath has sections and structures that require
intervention and may cause difficulties, or may make some
sections unsafe and potentially dangerous.

Insufficient

Routine and special maintenance operations on the
footpath and structures (bridges, various types of
equipment etc.).

What to observe?

Evaluation

Legal status of the
footpath, publicly/privately
owned or mixed, access
guaranteed, absence of
restrictions and right of
way.

The route is on the regional land register or represented on
a land registry map as a public right of way.

Very good

The route is currently accessible to the public without
restrictions.

Good

The route has partial sections within enclosures and/or
private property.

Sufficient

The route is subject to proprietary actions designed to limit
use by the public.

Insufficient

Solutions?

Assessment

Register under the Italian walking network, involve local
councils to safeguard rights of way, agreements with
proprietors.
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Objectives and evaluation criteria

Objectives and evaluation criteria

10. Information and communication

12. Socio-economic value

What to observe?
Ease of access to
information through
guides, maps, magazines,
Internet.

Solutions?

Evaluation

Assessment

Comprehensive information on the Internet, up-to-date
available publications and maps that are consistent with
actual observations.

Very good

Available only in hard copy, up-to-date maps and guides consistency unlikely with information provided.

Good

Information only on site noticeboards.

Sufficient

Not available or out of date, or on hard copy or Internet
sources, and the difficulties indicated are not consistent
with the actual route conditions.

Insufficient

Publication of up-to-date maps, which are also useful
for using on the Internet or noticeboards. Agreements
with tourist organisations (provide material).

The presence of 2.0
information tools on the
footpath.
Having NFC or QR codes
via advanced connectivity
means being able to
receive all information for
a specific route in real time.
Information on nature and
the environment, culture,
history, ethnography,
history of mountaineering,
practical and emergency
support.

Solutions?

Evaluation

Combined CAI/public
institution effort:
• Footpaths incorporated in
local/regional sustainable
development policies
• Connection between valleys
• Historic/ethnographic value
• Natural and rural
landscape development
in line with principles of
sustainable tourism

Solutions?

11. Connectivity on the footpath (Internet information/apps)
What to observe?

What to observe?

Assessment

The footpath has connectivity hotspots along the entire route
with near-field contact, etc.
Hotspots positioned along routes are made of fully
recyclable, biodegradable, environmentally-friendly material,
and use the structures already there on the route for
principal signage (poles, posts, framework etc.).
Up-to-date GPS tracks for footpaths are available free online.

Very good

The entire route has connectivity for access to QR codes
readable by smartphone or tablet.

Good

The route start and end points have connectivity for access to
QR codes readable by smartphone or tablet.

Sufficient

The route has partial connectivity.
The route has no connectivity or QR code facility.

Insufficient

Evaluation

Assessment

Structural connections with local tourist association
plans.

Very good

Social/economic spin-offs on local micro-economies.

Good

Involvement of valley accommodation/tourist facilities (e.g.
product clubs).

Sufficient

None of the aforementioned conditions are met.

Insufficient

Investigate relationships between CAI and
government departments or local PRIVATE
ORGANISATIONS, directing each synergic
relationship to develop micro-economies in the area.

13. Accessibility
What to observe?
Easy access to footpath
Presence of connectivity
Usability
Multi-purpose: walking,
cycling, horse riding

At least one of the following tools: App with offline
georeferenced maps, itineraries on the Internet, upto-date guides and maps that are readily available.

Solutions?
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Evaluation

Assessment

Easy: access at the start of the footpath must be logical
and intuitive, easily identifiable to everyone via signage and
spatial arrangement in relation to roads, built-up areas,
woods, fields or farmland. The route is always identifiable
and usable on foot/bicycle/horse. Connectivity available on
at least 50% of the footpath. Links to the public transport
network.

Very good

Route signage is not perfect but the footpath is always easily
identifiable at each section, and easy to use but is not at a
multi-functional level. Connectivity available on 25% of the
footpath.

Good

The footpath is usable but with some uncertainties due to
poor maintenance of the base/track and a lack of principal
signage. Secondary signage is sufficient. Connectivity
sporadic.

Sufficient

Absence of principal signage at crossroads, approximation
with secondary signage, possible critical issues for orientation
without up-to-date GPS equipment, total absence of
connectivity facilities.

Insufficient

Adopt an itinerary for permanent footpath and
signage maintenance, organise connectivity.

Footpath - Technical manual for identifying signage and maintaining the footpath network
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Objectives and evaluation criteria

14. Disabled access

15. Multi-functionality - Mixed use of the walking network.

What to observe?
Easy disabled access to
footpath
Connectivity
Usability and facilities for
sensory experiences.

Solutions?

Evaluation

Assessment

The walking network has some itineraries set up to provide
disabled users with easy experiences. The route complies with
standards set out on safe, enjoyable use for the disabled and
their escorts (structures, slopes, removal of main barriers on
the footpath, support strategies for overcoming obstacles).
Structures and facilities to enable sensory experiences and
perceptive learning. Connectivity 100%. Possibility of guide
on site on request. Links with public transport services.

Very good

The footpath complies with the standards set out on safe,
enjoyable use for the disabled and their escorts (structures,
slopes, removal of main barriers on the footpath, support
strategies for overcoming obstacles). 50% connectivity. No
other services.

Good

The footpath complies with the minimum standards set out
on safe use for the disabled and their escorts. There are no
particular facilities to ensure sensory experiences.

Sufficient

What to observe?
Footpath usable by
walkers, cyclists and horse
riders.
Connectivity
Suitable equipment along
the route for bicycles and
horses.

Consolidate a relationship of trust with the footpath
operator (park or other party) such that every
itinerary aims for the maximum quality standards
possible.

Solutions?

Evaluation

Assessment

(1) (1) The walking network also has routes for mixed use
(walkers/cyclists/horse riders) classed according to the
following characteristics:
- physical (width of the footpath, moderate inclines,
exposure, geomorphology of the base, type of base/paved/
stone/flagstones/on a natural, mixed compact resistant base;
type of footpath, absence of structures on footpath that can
be damaged (steps, pedestrian walkways etc.).
- ecological (types of environments traversed, impact
on sensitive wildlife, impact on biodiversity, impact on soil
and shape of landscapes, geological fragility etc.).
- walking/mountaineering (safety of users in both directions
and at crossroads between users), route deemed suitable
for multiple use on foot, by bicycle (MTB or electric), on
horseback. Connectivity over 50%. Presence of bays and/or
equipment for cyclists and horse riders along the route or at
start and end points. Signage for path variations or an order
to cross on foot.

Very good

Itinerary structurally suited to the aforementioned multi-use
but with scarce/sporadic services for bicycles and horses.
Connectivity on less than 50% of the footpath.

Good

Itinerary structurally suited to the aforementioned multi-use
but without services. Connectivity sporadic.

Sufficient

Itinerary not structurally suited to multi-use, reserved for
walking only. Absence of services for bicycles and horses. No
or scarce connectivity.

Insufficient

The use of footpaths with motorised vehicles is
deliberately not considered here. On the basis of
regional and national legislation, and in accordance
with local agreements or with exceptions to be
considered on a case-by-case basis (e.g. access
to lodges, or civil protection, water emergencies
etc.), the use of CAI-marked footpaths is usually not

1

2

3

Inspect the site for the possibility of equipping
suitably selected itineraries with services. Not
all routes are suited to multi-use, and selection
must be made in line with the characteristics of
the location and environmental sustainability, in
collaboration with the government departments/
organisations responsible for maintaining/
operating the path, any private owners and cycling/
horse riding associations.

(1) The requirements of the regulations
implementing Lombardy Regional Act no. 5 of
27 February 2017: Lombardy Walking Network
(Lombardy Regional Committee Resolution no.
6904 of 24/07/2017), apply to mixed-use footpaths.
See section in Appendices.
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permitted by motorised vehicles, trial/motocross/
cyclocross bikes, four-wheel drive and off-road
vehicles etc.
There is no pre-emptive ban on electric bicycles or
similar, but in this case too it is necessary to assess
the power expressed in kilojoules, type of itinerary,
time of use (e.g. the use of bicycles with priority is
not conceivable at the busiest times on narrow or
exposed sections, nor would it be acceptable to use
models with power equivalent to motor vehicles on
sections that are geologically, environmentally and
structurally fragile).
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1): example of
a section where
mixed use seems
compatible with
gradients and
width; the erosion
that increased
use could cause
would need to be
monitored.
2-3): sections where,
due to excessive
gradients, erosion is
already underway,
the base is narrow,
with potential
risk of cyclist/
walker collisions,
are unsuitable for
mixed use.
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Notes on overall assessment
Further to the general aims stated in
section 11.1, it is important to give a
specific walking network or longdistance route an assessment rating
based on a standard model.
Ratings of Very Good, Good,
Sufficient and Insufficient have been
indicated for the various objectives.
When giving a general assessment
for a long-distance route or walking
network in a quality survey, it
must be remembered that not all
objectives carry the same weighting
factor.
The minimum basic
requirements are:
1. The presence of a wellstructured, logical walking
network in terms of usability free
from obstacles to rights of way by
private parties. Rationale can be
measured in terms of journey times/
days for long-distance itineraries,
connections with support facilities
between clearly-defined locations,
equipment/structures installed to
support/safeguard walkers along
exposed sections, availability and
regulation of mixed-use routes.
2. The presence on the walking
network of principal and
secondary signage which is
clear and consistent and already
positioned on well-defined,
unambiguous footpaths.
When the essential requirements
are met, the result is significantly
appealing and beneficial.
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3. The pleasure of walking along
the itinerary/network when:
it develops along a varied
environment, rich with numerous
attractions and appealing
environments.
there are natural developments,
changing landscapes, panoramic
points over particularly beautiful
views.
there are cultural and historic
features, which may be intangible,
such as legends, local myths,
habits and customs, traditional
music and dance, the presence of
ethnolinguistic areas, etc.
craft products and foodstuffs and
catering typical of local areas.
there are no unpleasant elements
(sections on roads or built-up areas,
industrial or rundown areas, wind
farms, power lines, etc.) that detract
from the quality of the network.

•
•
•

•
•

4. Support and services
on long walks, trekking
Support facilities can be found at
distances reachable in a day for
travelling walkers to stop and stay
overnight.
accessibility and public transport
links with towns are guaranteed
where long-distance routes pass
through, where they constitute
a specific leg, or where the local
walking network starts.

•

•

Additional elements that enrich and
validate a network being analysed
include information, communication
and footpath connectivity.

11.5

Notes on overall assessment
Remember however that a walking
network that is well looked after but
has no telephone coverage is better
than one which has connectivity and
is well-documented on the Internet,
but is not sufficiently maintained.
An overall assessment is essential for
adopting a permanent monitoring
system, with regular planned footpath
and quality assessments (footpath
inspections).
The total assessment rating
One of the main difficulties
encountered to date has not only
been the identification of standard
quality parameters, but also their
measurability. In the absence of a

proper quality mark, where indicator
scores must be identified to enable
suitable comparison and technical
management which is as objective
as possible, and the fact that this is a
subjective evaluation, the following is
suggested.
On a hypothetical yardstick in relation
to the aforementioned points, the
first two must be given an overall
rating that is 40% of the value at the
most.
- 20% for the third
- 20% for the fourth and
- 20% split between the others.
We believe that a network/longdistance route of quality can be
regarded as such if at least 70% of the
value is achieved.

Solutions for improving quality
Working to improve footpaths
Solutions designed to improve the
walking network are possible in most
cases.
However, it must be clear that not all
footpaths can be high quality, even
with the many resources available,
due to specific, unchangeable
characteristics.
The principle always holds that
improvements should be made
where possible, even if a footpath/
network could never be considered
high quality in all areas.
A quality mark may help
As experience has shown in various
contexts, such as Switzerland,
Germany, Austria, Greece and some
national parks etc., endorsing a
walking network with a quality mark

11.6

that adopts certain benchmark
parameters is useful for:
promoting respect for the
uniqueness and appeal of individual
territories/valleys as a walking
destination among various target
groups (families, individuals, groups,
experts, novices, young people, the
disabled, etc.).
emphasising the added value of
continually managing and maintaining
a walking network endorsed with a
quality mark.

•

•

With a footpath quality mark, tourist
associations, local government
departments and private operators
can obtain better marketing results,
selling walking packages through
conventional and online channels.
At any rate, methods for quality mark
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Solutions for improving quality
certification improve the effectiveness
of communicating information
on routes and services available,
and general and detailed tourist
information (catering establishments,
hotel or lodge accommodation,
hostels, B&Bs, farm accommodation,
public transport links, etc.).
Embracing the territory
Il The Footpath Quality Mark project
would have to be the result of an
internal and external CAI process,
which requires a focus that not only
includes political will in terms of policy.
The aim is to factually demonstrate
that such a project is a win-win for
everyone involved.
As already illustrated, government

11.7

departments, local businesses,
traders and farmers, tour operators
and specialist agencies, professional
walking guides and escorts,
associations such as CAI, individual
members of the public and group
excursions will all benefit from an
endorsement project.
The proposal for a possible Quality
Mark under the supervision of
CAI for walking, cycling and horse
riding paths would certainly be an
additional ‘service’ provided for a vast
number of visitors to the mountains,
but it would also be an acceptance
of responsibility for territories
that should be shared by ruling
organisations, and then the entire
community.

The commitment of CAI and organisations
CAI for the common good
The question is this - is it now
time for CAI to make an additional
commitment to public assets in the
mountains, as footpaths invariably
are?
Can/should CAI implement concrete
actions to facilitate the development
of mountain regions in terms of
sustainability, resilience and the
protection of natural and social
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The commitment of CAI and organisations

characteristics specific to mountain
environments?
If we consider the recommendations
of our founders - just think about the
vast implementation of lodges and
bivouac shelters that opened up an
innovative perspective to accessing
the Alps - then the answer would
definitely be yes.
Nowadays though, we have to look
at the situation holistically. There are
legal and regulatory considerations,
and numerous other organisations,
government included, operating
in the sector. In short, we have to
take advantage of the centuries-old
experience that only CAI possesses,
on their layout, signage and
maintenance, to make them available
to everyone, especially mountain
dwellers.

They deserve our full support, to
envisage and create an innovative mix
of resilient, sustainable economies
that are really able to give the
inhabitants of these regions a proper
future.
In this commitment we must
never underestimate the strategic
contribution to local socio-economics
that can come from a new quality
walking network.
Initial steps
As a starting point, it is suggested to
focus on the most well-known and
used routes, gradually extending the
analysis to the rest of the walking
network.
For long-distance routes an
assessment of individual stages is
necessary (for example in Lombardy:
Sentiero delle Orobie, Sentiero Roma,
Alta Via dei Monti Lariani, Via Spluga,
Via del Sale, Via Francisca, Cammino
dei Monaci, etc.).

11.7

However, social and environmental
sustainability must go hand in hand.
This will make it possible to further
link historic walking networks with
the destiny of small districts or valley
towns, most of which are undergoing
a gradual and relentless demographic
decline.
Giving local footpaths a quality profile
means better promotion in global
tourist markets, and helps to create
an innovative social and economic
mix that could bring new jobs to the
mountains, in farming, tourism, small
businesses, and the service industry
to name just some.
CAI’s task in the 21st century is,
and will continue to be, prioritising
situations in both the valley floors and
mountain pastures.

The commitment does not end
with a quality analysis and a positive
assessment rating. Checks must
be made regularly to maintain and
improve quality targets, helping to
gradually improve the path along an
itinerary, and ultimately the entire
network as a result.
The idea that must prevail is the
connection between a quality mark
and the adoption and care of one
or more footpaths by communities,
organisations, CAI sections and
associations.
Conclusions
The aim is not to create impossibly
perfect footpaths, but to increase
the overall appeal and safety of
footpaths for walking or mixed use.
Footpath - Technical manual for identifying signage and maintaining the footpath network
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Attachments

BOZZA DEL MODELLO DI CONVENZIONE GENERALE
TRA ENTE LOCALE
(Comune, Provincia, Comunità Montana, Ente Parco, etc.)
ED IL CLUB ALPINO ITALIANO
PER L’ORGANIZZAZIONE DEI PERCORSI ESCURSIONISTICI
E LA MANUTENZIONE DELLA RETE SENTIERISTICA E DELLA VIABILITÀ MINORE
PREMESSO:
che al Club Alpino Italiano (CAI), Ente di diritto pubblico, è riconosciuto dall’art. 2 della Legge 26
gennaio 1963 n. 91, come modificata dalla Legge 24 dicembre 1985 n. 776 il compito di
provvedere al tracciamento, alla realizzazione e alla manutenzione dei sentieri;
che al CAI sono affidate in diverse legislazioni regionali le funzioni di coordinamento e
produzione di normative tecniche nonché la formazione degli operatori in materia di sentieristica
e viabilità minore;

•
•

CONSIDERATO:
che L’Ente locale in attuazione dei compiti statutari in materia di promozione turistica e
programmazione territoriale, pone tra le proprie finalità la manutenzione e la segnatura della rete
sentieristica e della viabilità minore del proprio territorio, in ottemperanza a leggi e consuetudini
adottate a livello regionale e nazionale;
che L’Ente locale intende garantire l’aggiornamento periodico della cartografia esistente e delle
informazioni di carattere ambientale ed escursionistico rilevabili sui tracciati sentieristici;
che il CAI racchiude in sé un patrimonio centenario di conoscenza dei sentieri e dei territori
di montagna e che appare quindi utile avvalersi della collaborazione del CAI per mantenere
ed estendere all’insieme delle aree montane del territorio dell’Ente locale la rete dei percorsi
escursionistici segnalati e per garantirne l’aggiornamento;

•
•
•

Tra l’ENTE LOCALE XX con sede in ………………......................rappresentato da ...............................................
nato a ......................................... il .................................. che interviene nel presente atto nella sua qualità
di ....................................................................................................c.f. e p.i. ente, di seguito denominato ENTE
e il CLUB ALPINO ITALIANO, Delegazione regionale ……………………................................................con sede
in……………......…..........................................., rappresentata da …………………………nato a .........................…….....
il...............................che interviene nel presente atto nella sua qualità di Presidente della Delegazione
regionale............................................................di seguito denominato CAI
si conviene e stipula quanto segue
ART. 1 - Oggetto della Convenzione
Oggetto della presente convenzione è l’organizzazione e la gestione ed il monitoraggio, da parte
del CAI e dell’Ente locale, della rete sentieristica e della viabilità minore nel territorio montano
dell’Ente stipulante (oppure) individuato dai seguenti confini………………………..............................................
.
Il predetto scopo viene raggiunto attraverso il compimento delle seguenti attività.
1) studio dell’area come sopra individuata e analisi delle risorse in tema di sentieristica e viabilità
minore di interesse escursionistico, turistico, scientifico, storico, antropico;
2) elaborazione di un “piano regolatore della sentieristica e della viabilità minore”, con indicazione
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dei percorsi escursionistici meritevoli di segnatura, che tenga conto delle valutazioni ambientali in
merito all’apertura di un sentiero ed alla posa in opera dei segnavia;
3) intervento di ripristino, ove necessario, e di segnatura anche attraverso il coordinamento negli
interventi eseguiti da altri Enti ed Associazioni;
4) creazione, se non esistente, di un “catasto sentieri”;
5) verifica periodica e manutenzione dei percorsi; aggiornamento, attraverso specifiche “schede”
del catasto dei percorsi escursionistici, comprendente la classificazione delle difficoltà, i tempi di
percorrenza e relativa numerazione;
6) realizzazione di una cartografia delle zone interessate, riportante i percorsi individuati;
7) ……………………….………(altre attività specifiche)………………………………;
ART. 2 - Impegni del CAI
Per quanto previsto all’art.1 il CAI è impegnato:
1. ad operare quale referente per l’esecuzione del programma concordato; in tale quadro il CAI
assicura il coinvolgimento della propria Sezione di …………..c.f………………P.I..……………;
2. a tenere informato l’Ente locale sullo stato complessivo della rete sentieristica;
3. a provvedere agli interventi esecutivi relativi alla segnatura sul terreno secondo le indicazioni
e prescrizioni definite dal CAI a livello nazionale (localizzazione dei segnavia, posa delle tabelle
segnavia, avvertenze per l’esecuzione dei segnali a pennello) con facoltà di provvedere a piccoli
interventi di manutenzione ordinaria (spietramento, spalcatura, decespugliamento);
4. a fornire all’Ente o ai terzi esecutori assistenza e supporto tecnico in interventi di manutenzione
ordinaria e straordinaria dei sentieri (ripristino piano di calpestio, muretti a secco, devia acqua,
dissuasori ecc...)
5. a fornire assistenza e supporto tecnico nella fase di redazione di eventuali elaborati cartografici
che l’Ente locale riterrà opportuno promuovere;
6. a redigere il “piano regolatore della sentieristica e della viabilità minore”;
7. ad operare alla realizzazione della presente convenzione anche in accordo con altri Enti ed
Associazioni;
8. ………………………………(altri impegni specifici)…………………………………….;

ART. 5 - Durata della convenzione
La durata della presente convenzione è pattuita in anni ________e si intende tacitamente rinnovata
di anno in anno, anche in rapporto allo sviluppo di progetti e programmi integrativi, salvo disdetta
formale da inviare entro tre mesi dalla scadenza annuale.
ART. 6 - Controversie. Tentativo di conciliazione - Clausola compromissoria
In caso di inadempimento agli obblighi assunti con il presente accordo, ciascuna parte può contestare
all’altra per iscritto, con lettera in forma racc. a.r. o modalità di comunicazione equivalenti (es.
PEC), il contenuto dell’inadempimento, specificandone natura e consistenza, indicando l’eventuale
danno subito e invitando l’altra parte ad un tentativo di composizione amichevole della vertenza.
Trascorsi giorni quindici dalla comunicazione della contestazione, qualora la controversia non
abbia trovato una bonaria soluzione, la stessa viene devoluta ad un collegio arbitrale composto
dal Rappresentante dell’Ente locale o da suo delegato, dal Rappresentante del CAI, nonché da un
terzo arbitro scelto di comune accordo dagli arbitri già designati. In difetto di accordo provvede alla
nomina il Presidente del Tribunale di … ........
Gli arbitri fungono da amichevoli compositori della vertenza. Qualora non si addivenga ad una
composizione amichevole della controversia, gli arbitri decidono secondo le regole dell’arbitrato
rituale, come disciplinato dagli artt. 806 e segg. del Codice di Procedura Civile
Sottoscrizioni delle parti: Ente locale Delegazione Regionale CAI Sezione/i impegnata/e
Sottoscrizione ulteriore ex art. 1341 2° comma Codice civile, in riferimento all’art. 6 (Controversie.
Tentativo di conciliazione-Clausola compromissoria)
il cui disposto comporta deroga alla giurisdizione ordinaria.

ENTE LOCALE XX 					
__________________________

CAI REGIONALE o Sezione/i impegnata/e
________________________________________

ART. 3 - Impegni dell’ENTE
Per quanto previsto all’art. 1 l’Ente locale è impegnato:
a fornire adeguato supporto tecnico cartografico;
ad assicurare il raccordo ed il confronto con altri Enti Locali e con tutti i soggetti interessati;
a garantire al CAI ed alle associazioni che hanno collaborato l’accesso gratuito ai dati da essi forniti;
ad elaborare ed a finanziare un PROGRAMMA ANNUALE DI INTERVENTO che preveda la
concreta realizzazione sul terreno della segnatura dei percorsi individuati;
a provvedere a tutti gli interventi di manutenzione ordinaria e straordinaria dei sentieri;
a considerare il CAI referente privilegiato per la redazione della cartografia escursionistica e per le
tematiche ad essa connesse;
a riconoscere al CAI le risorse finanziarie ……………..che verranno direttamente accreditate alla/e
sezione/i di cui all’art. 2 n. 1.;
………………………………(eventuali altri impegni specifici)…………………….;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ART. 4 - Verifica della convenzione

Le parti provvedono con cadenza annuale alla verifica dello stato di attuazione della presente convenzione.
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PROGETTO
“ADOTTA UN SENTIERO”
DELL’AREA PROTETTA XX XX
CONVENZIONE
L’anno _________ (___________________________) e questo dì ______(__________________________) del mese di
_______________, in xxx, presso la sede dell’Area Protetta, via xx;
TRA
L’Area Protetta (C.F. …) di seguito denominata Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta, nella persona del
Dirigente xx, che agisce in nome e per conto dell’Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta,
E
il Sig. ________________________________________ (C.F. ______________________________________________________)
nato a __________________ il ________________ e residente a_______________________________________________
in Via ______________________________________________________ nella sua qualità di rappresentante legale
dell’Associazione/Azienda/Gruppo ______________________________ di seguito denominato “Adottante”;
PREMESSO CHE
L’Area Protetta, istituita con Decreto xxx, persegue le seguenti finalità:
conservazione delle caratteristiche naturalistico-ambientali, floristico-vegetazionali, faunistiche,
geologiche, geomorfologiche ed ecologiche;
gestione degli ecosistemi con modalità idonee a realizzare una integrazione tra uomo e ambiente
naturale, anche mediante la salvaguardia dei valori antropologici, archeologici, storici e architettonici
e delle attività agro-silvo-pastorali e tradizionali;
promozione delle attività di educazione, di formazione e di ricerca scientifica, anche
interdisciplinare, nonché di attività ricreative compatibili con la conservazione delle risorse naturali
della Riserva;

•
•
•
•

DATO ATTO:

che l’Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta con Delibera n. …….. del ……….. ha approvato il progetto
“ADOTTA UN SENTIERO” dell’Area Protetta e lo schema di Convenzione per la regolamentazione
della adozione dei sentieri;
che l’iniziativa si inquadra nell’ambito di una campagna di educazione ambientale che punta al
coinvolgimento della popolazione, delle associazioni culturali, ambientaliste, sportive, di volontariato,
consorzi di imprese, nella realizzazione di azioni per la gestione, la valorizzazione e la salvaguardia
del territorio facente parte dell’area protetta;
che le azioni consistono soprattutto in un servizio di monitoraggio, piccola manutenzione e
rilievo delle condizioni della rete escursionistica che potranno essere effettuati grazie al contributo
volontario di associazioni culturali, ambientaliste, sportive, di volontariato, consorzi di imprese o
aziende presenti sul territorio;
che il
Soggetto/Azienda/Associazioni__________________________________________________________________________
ha richiesto di adottare un sentiero denominato_______________________________________________________
localizzato nella zona_________________________________________________________________dell’Area Protetta;
in coerenza con quanto indicato nel disciplinare citato.

•
•
•
•
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si conviene e stipula quanto segue
Art. 1
Le premesse formano parte integrante della presente Convenzione.
Art. 2
L’Associazione/Azienda/Gruppo _______________________________________________________________________,
previa espressa accettazione delle motivazione e finalità del progetto “ADOTTA UN SENTIERO” che
avviene con la sottoscrizione del presente atto, si impegna per la durata di 3 (tre) anni, decorrenti
dalla data della stipula della Convenzione, alla gestione e valorizzazione del/i sentiero/i
n. ____, denominato _____________________ da _____________________ a_____________________________________;
n. ____, denominato _____________________ da _____________________ a_____________________________________;
n. ____, denominato _____________________ da _____________________ a_____________________________________;
….
mediante l’effettuazione di un servizio di monitoraggio, piccola manutenzione e rilievo delle
condizioni del sentiero per garantire il buon mantenimento del suddetto percorso e la sua fruizione
in condizioni di agibilità e sicurezza, in conformità a quanto disposto nei successivi articoli.
Art. 3
Nell’ambito della presente Convenzione le parti si impegnano ad instaurare un rapporto di
collaborazione finalizzato alla individuazione di tutti i tipi di intervento necessari alla fruizione in
sicurezza del sentiero adottato.
Art. 4
L’Associazione/Azienda/Gruppo_________________________________________________________________________,
in attuazione degli impegni assunti, realizzerà le seguenti azioni:
1. Monitoraggio e rilievo delle condizioni dei tracciati, intendendo con esso la verifica delle condizioni
di accessibilità e percorribilità dei percorsi adottati;
2. Interventi di segnaletica conformi alla tipologia adottata dall’Ente gestore, pulizia dalla vegetazione
invasiva e piccola manutenzione al piano di calpestio;
3. Segnalazioni (anche a mezzo posta elettronica o messaggi tracciabili) di ambiti\ da sottoporre a
manutenzione o ripristino attraverso interventi che vanno oltre le possibilità dei volontari (palizzate,
muretti a secco, opere di regimazione idraulica, manufatti usurati, rete idrica scolante, ecc.);
4. Segnalazioni (anche a mezzo posta elettronica o messaggi tracciabili) di danneggiamenti e atti
vandalici inerenti la segnaletica e la cartellonistica informativa dei sentieri;
5. Organizzazione, secondo un calendario da concordare, di almeno 2 escursioni o iniziative varie,
da realizzare ogni anno in collaborazione con l’Area Protetta.
Art. 5
L’Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta, per la buona riuscita ed il corretto espletamento dell’iniziativa,
garantisce la massima collaborazione, mettendo a disposizione dell’Associazione/Azienda __________
_________________________ il proprio personale per eventuali necessità di carattere logistico.
Art. 6
Qualora l’Adottante verifichi la necessità di interventi di manutenzione ordinaria e straordinaria atti
a garantire la fruizione in condizioni di agibilità e sicurezza del sentiero adottato, si impegna ad
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informare tempestivamente l’Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta. Gli interventi in questione rimarranno
a carico esclusivo dell’Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta.
Art. 7
Nell’ambito delle finalità di promozione indicate in premessa, l’Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta
si impegna a predisporre, alle estremità dei sentieri adottati, un’apposita segnaletica recante le
informazioni relative al soggetto Adottante, sulla quale sarà possibile apporre il logo o il marchio
commerciale dell’azienda, del consorzio o dell’associazione a cui il sentiero è stato dato in adozione.
L’Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta si impegna inoltre a fornire a ciascun Adottante una maglietta
personalizzata con lo slogan “io ho adottato un sentiero dell’Area Protetta XXX”, a rilasciare il proprio
patrocinio per le escursioni o iniziative varie legate al progetto “ADOTTA UN SENTIERO” che verranno
organizzate dall’Adottante e a intraprendere specifiche azioni di promozione predisponendo
materiale cartaceo o informatico per pubblicizzare le manifestazioni programmate.
Art. 8
Il soggetto Adottante potrà recedere dagli impegni assunti dopo un anno dalla stipula della presente
Convenzione e con preavviso scritto di almeno 2 mesi. Contestualmente al recesso decadrà
l’autorizzazione all’uso del logo “ADOTTA UN SENTIERO” e cesserà anche la pubblicità di cui all’art. 7.
Art. 9
Qualora il soggetto Adottante non rispetti gli impegni assunti, l’Ente gestore dell’Area Protetta
provvederà ad effettuare un richiamo scritto al rispetto degli obblighi, al quale farà seguito, in caso
di ulteriore inottemperanza, l’automatica risoluzione della Convenzione da comunicarsi a mezzo
raccomandata AR.
Art. 10
L’Associazione/Azienda/Gruppo_________________________________________________________________________
si impegna ad adempiere agli obblighi derivanti dalla presente Convenzione usando la massima
diligenza e cura. Data la tipologia del servizio previsto dall’Art. 4 e considerato che lo stesso rimane
contenuto e ben circoscritto, l’Ente gestore esonera l’Adottante da ogni eventuale responsabilità
che dallo stesso possa derivare.
Art. 11
La parti si impegnano a risolvere in via bonaria e transattiva ogni eventuale questione o controversia
che dovesse sorgere dall’interpretazione e/o dall’applicazione della presente Convenzione. In ogni
caso, il comportamento delle stesse sarà improntato alla massima correttezza e buona fede, nonché
al rispetto della normativa vigente.

Club Alpino Italiano
Sezione di
________________
Modulo di adesione iniziativa “Chi adotta un sentiero, adotta un tesoro”
Il sottoscritto (Nome e Cognome) _______________________________________________________________________
Socio della sezione CAI di _______________________________________________________________________________
Indirizzo (via, Civico) _____________________________________________________________________________________
(CAP, Città/Comune, Provincia) __________________________________________________________________________
Telefono______________________Cellulare__________________Email_________________________@_______________
Intende aderire all’iniziativa “Chi adotta un sentiero, adotta un tesoro”promossa dalla Sezione di
_____________________________ del CAI,
impegnandosi a rispettarne il relativo regolamento per i seguenti sentieri (è possibile indicarne
anche più di uno):
Sentiero N° _______ Descrizione__________________________________________________________________________
Motivazione (facoltativa) ________________________________________________________________________________
Sentiero N° _______ Descrizione__________________________________________________________________________
Motivazione (facoltativa) ________________________________________________________________________________
Sentiero N° _______ Descrizione__________________________________________________________________________
Motivazione (facoltativa) ________________________________________________________________________________

□

□

Si desidera essere contattati per iniziative di manutenzione sui sentieri: SI
NO
Attende l’accettazione e la registrazione della presente adesione da parte della stessa Sezione.

Data _______________ 					

Firma______________________________

Si autorizza il trattamento dei dati personali ai sensi del Decreto Legislativo 30 giugno 2003, n. 196,
“Codice in materia di protezione dei dati personali” e, in particolare, si autorizza la diffusione degli
stessi a terze persone per le finalità del progetto

Art. 12
La presente Convenzione risulta attivata dalla data della sottoscrizione e avrà validità fino alla data
del _____________.
Del che si è redatta la presente scrittura, datata, firmata ad ogni piè di pagina per accettazione dai
contraenti e da registrarsi solo in caso d’uso.
Letto, approvato e sottoscritto.
ENTE AREA PROTETTA 						
______________________________					
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IL SOGGETTO ADOTTANTE
_____________________________
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Specifiche tecniche tabella segnavia

Specifiche tecniche tabella località
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PROSPETTO LUOGO DI POSA (LdP)

Codice luogo di posa:

Soggetto manutentore LdP:

Soggetto finanziatore LdP:

Gruppo montuoso:

Sentiero n°

Regione:

Provincia:

LdP n.

Località:

Quota:

Coordinate geografiche (WGS 84) LdP

Disposizione tabelle sul palo:

/

Comune:

Latitudine:

Longitudine:

1

2

3

4

5

6

T

Sequenza tabelle dall'alto in basso:

N
!

____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Schizzo o mappa del luogo di posa

Tabelle:

Tipo materiale:

Segnavia

n° ......

codice:

Località

n° ......

01 - legno, 02 - forex, 03 - meg.
04 - metallo, 05 - dibond, 06 - .............

Altre tabelle

Fissaggio:

codice:

viti testa esagonale da 10 mm

n° ......

altri tipo fissaggio: ...................

n° ......

01 - segui il sentiero,
02 - EE (esc. esperti)
03 - EEA (via ferrata)
04 - ................

palo legno

h. cm.

......... diam. cm ......

palo metallo h. cm.

......... diam. cm ......

Note:

N
!
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Compilatore:

tel:

mail:

data:
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CLUB ALPINO ITALIANO
Sezione

MODULO 1

fac-simile richiesta
autorizzazione
ripristino e segnaletica
sentiero

___________________

....................................., ............
All’ autorità competente
(Comune, Comunità Montana, Provincia, Regione, Forestale, Parco)
indirizzo

RICHIESTA COPERTURA ASSICURATIVA
PER LA RESPONSABILITA’ CIVILE DEL C.A.I.
GARANZIA PER LE VIE E/O SENTIERI ATTREZZATI
ATTESTAZIONE DI AVVENUTA MANUTENZIONE
RACCOMANDATA o FAX 02.205723201 o PEC (cai@pec.cai.it)
Alla Sede Centrale del
Club alpino italiano
Ufficio assicurazioni
Via E. Petrella 19 - 20124 MILANO

......................... lì ....................................

Si dichiara che il sig…………………………………..nato il…………………….a…………………………………………..
in qualità di presidente pro-tempore della sezione/sottosezione/G.R. ...........................................................................

Oggetto: RICHIESTA RIPRISTINO E SEGNALETICA SENTIERO

è responsabile della manutenzione delle sottoindicate:
vie ferrate: ........................................................................................................................................

Il sottoscritto ………………………………………… nato a ……………………….………
il …………… residente a ……………………………………………………………….……..
Presidente della Sezione del Club Alpino Italiano di ……………………………….……..
per lo scopo di recuperare e valorizzare la viabilità pedonale storica e consentire un più
agevole e sicuro accesso agli escursionisti che intendono percorrere il sentiero
……………………………………………………………………….…… che si sviluppa fra le
località ………………………………..……… e ………..………………………………...
sul monte ……………………………………………., a nome della scrivente sezione CAI

sentieri attrezzati: ..............................................................................................................................
Si comunica di aver provveduto annualmente all'ordinaria manutenzione e che le attrezzature sono in buone
condizioni.
Si allega: 1) relazione illustrativa dei lavori eseguiti redatta dal tecnico incaricato e/o dal Presidente;
2) scheda/e illustrativa/e.
Timbro

Firma del Presidente
______________________________
(Dichiarazione di responsabilità art. 47e 48 ai sensi DPR 445/2000.) (*)

chiede l’autorizzazione
ad effettuare i necessari lavori di sistemazione di detto percorso.
L’intervento previsto, sarà realizzato a cura dei soci volontari del CAI e consiste nei
seguenti lavori:
-

taglio della vegetazione (rami e cespugli) che invade la sede del sentiero;
piccola sistemazione del fondo del sentiero con la creazione di alcune canalette
taglia-acqua;
collocazione - agli estremi del sentiero e ai principali bivi - su appositi pali di sostegno
in legno con la relativa segnaletica della tipologia approvata CAI;
apposizione su sassi e piante dei segnali di vernice bianco-rossa (cm 8 x15) che
indichino - ogni 50-100 metri circa - la continuità del percorso;
periodica manutenzione del percorso.

In allegato si invia scheda tecnica con cartografia contenente le caratteristiche del percorso
e prospetto dei simboli della segnaletica dei sentieri.
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 Via ferrata

 Sentiero attrezzato

difficoltà: .....................................................................................................................................................................
denominazione: ...........................................................................................................................................................
montagna: ...................................................................................................................................................................
gruppo montuoso: comune/i: ........................................................................................................................................
itinerario: .....................................................................................................................................................................
proprietà: .....................................................................................................................................................................
conduzione: .................................................................................................................................................................
anno di costruzione: ...........................................
eventuali pubblicazioni relative (libri, riviste, topoguide, cartine): ...............................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................
ALLEGARE FOTOCOPIA DOCUMENTO DI IDENTITA' IN CORSO DI VALIDITA’ DEL DICHIARANTE
(*) Art. 76 del D.L. 445 del 28/12/2000: 1. Chiunque rilascia dichiarazioni mendaci, forma atti falsi o ne fa uso nei casi previsti dal presente T.U. è
punito ai sensi di Codice Penale e delle leggi speciali in materia. 2. L’esibizione di un atto contenente dati non più rispondenti a verità equivale ad uso
di atto falso.

Si confida in una favorevole e pronta risposta. Cordiali saluti.

Timbro della sezione CAI

FACSIMILE SCHEDA ILLUSTRATIVA VIA FERRATA E/O SENTIERO ATTREZZATO

Firma del Presidente
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Riferimenti Legislativi/Normativi
Abruzzo

REPUBBLICA ITALIANA
-Legge 26 gennaio 1963 n. 91 “Riordinamento del Club Alpino Italiano” e s.m.i.
-Legge 24 dicembre 1985 n. 776 “Nuove disposizioni sul Club Alpino Italiano”
-Legge 2 gennaio 1989 n. 6 Ordinamento della professione di guida alpina”
-Decreto legislativo 30 aprile 1992, n. 285 “Nuovo codice della strada” – art. 3, co. 1, n. 48
(Definizione di sentiero).
REGIONE ABRUZZO
- L.R. 27 dicembre 2016, n. 42 “Istituzione Rete Escursionistica Alpinistica Speleologica
Torrentistica Abruzzo (REASTA) per lo sviluppo sostenibile socio-economico delle zone
montane e nuove norme per il Soccorso in ambiente montano”.

Calabria

Emilia Romagna

REGIONE FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA
- L.R. 9 marzo1988 n. 10 (art. 43) “Norme sul turismo montano”.
- L.R. 19 novembre 1992 n. 34 “Interventi regionali di promozione dell’attività del Club
Alpino Italiano nel Friuli Venezia Giulia”
- L.R. 20 dicembre 2002 n. 33 “Istituzione dei Comprensori Montani del Friuli Venezia Giulia”
- L.R. 6 novembre 2017, n. 36 “Ruolo del Club alpino italiano - Regione Friuli-Venezia Giulia
(CAI FVG) e disposizioni per la valorizzazione delle strutture alpine regionali“.

REGIONE LIGURIA
- L.R. 22 aprile 85 n. 2351 “Segnaletica unificata per i sentieri escursionistici”
- L.R. 25 gennaio 93 n. 5 “Individuazione dell’itinerario escursionistico denominato “Alta Via
dei Monti Liguri” e disciplina delle relative attrezzature”
- L.R. 16 giugno 2009 n. 24 “Rete di fruizione Escursionistica della Liguria (R.E.L.)”
- Delibera G.R. 22 ottobre 2010, n. 1212 “Linee guida per la formazione della Carta
Inventario dei percorsi escursionistici della Liguria”.
- Delibera G.R. 16 settembre 2011, n. 1124 “Linee guida regionali per la realizzazione e
il posizionamento dei segnavia e della segnaletica verticale dei percorsi escursionistici”.
- Delibera G.R. 8 marzo 2016, n. 175 “Approvazione dello Schema di convenzione-quadro
tra Regione e CAI-Regione Liguria per monitoraggio, manutenzione, organizzazione e
valorizzazione della Rete escursionistica della Liguria (REL)”.

REGIONE CALABRIA
- Delibera G.R. 4 novembre 2002, n. 1000 “Approvazione delle linee di indirizzo del Progetto
Integrato Strategico Rete ecologica regionale nell’ambito del Programma operativo regionale
(P.O.R.) dei fondi strutturali dell’Unione europea relativi al ciclo di programmazione 20002006”. Punto 3.3.1. - Promozione prodotti turistici verdi e imprenditorialità verde.
- Decreto Dirigenziale Dipartimento “Ambiente e Territorio” 27 dicembre 2017, n. 15227
“Approvazione del Progetto “Sentieristica Calabria “ (POR Calabria FESR-FSE 2014-2020.
Piano di Azione - Asse 6 - Tutela e Valorizzazione del Patrimonio Ambientale Culturale:
Azione 6.6.1)”.

REGIONE LOMBARDIA
- Delibera della G.R. 16/04/2004 n. 7/17173 “Determinazione delle caratteristiche della
segnaletica nelle aree protette regionali”
- L.R. 1° ottobre 2015, n. 27 “Politiche regionali in materia di turismo e attrattività del
territorio lombardo”, art. 36.
- Legge Regionale 27 febbraio 2017, n. 5 “Rete escursionistica della Lombardia”
- Regolamento regionale di attuazione della legge regionale 27 febbraio 2017 n. 5 “Rete
escursionistica della Lombardia” (Delibera G.R. n. 6904 del 24/07/2017)

REGIONE EMILIA-ROMAGNA
- Delibera della G.R. 16/11/2009 n. 1841 “Linee guida per cartografia, segnaletica,
manutenzione, ripristino, sicurezza e divulgazione della rete escursionistica emilianoromagnola ”
- Delibera della G.R. 14/12/2009, n. 2017 “Protocollo tra Regione e GR ER per il miglioramento
della rete escursionistica regionale derivante dall’aggiornamento delle informazioni
cartografiche
ad essa relative e dalla realizzazione di manutenzione ordinaria ”
- L.R. 26 luglio 2013, n. 14 “Rete escursionistica dell’Emilia-Romagna e valorizzazione delle
attività escursionistiche ”.
- Delibera G.R. 12 giugno 2017, n. 819 “Approvazione dei criteri, termini e modalità per
l’attribuzione, la concessione e liquidazione di contributi come previsto all’art. 8, comma
3-bis, della L.R. n. 14 del 26 luglio 2013 ”.

Liguria

REGIONE LAZIO
- L.R. 10 marzo 2017, n. 2 “Disposizioni per la realizzazione, manutenzione, gestione,
promozione e valorizzazione della rete dei cammini della regione Lazio“.

REGIONE BASILICATA
- L.R. 14 febbraio 2000, n. 51 “Norme per la programmazione, lo sviluppo e la disciplina
della viabilità minore e della sentieristica in Basilicata”.
- Delibera G.R. 30 dicembre 2005, n. 2784 “Azioni per progettazione e realizzazione della
rete escursionistica regionale. Approvazione dello schema di convenzione con il Club
Alpino Italiano (C.A.I.) sezione di Potenza”.
- Delibera G.R. 29 dicembre 2008, n. 2197 “Approvazione del “Manuale per la realizzazione
dei sentieri” redatto dal CAI”.
- Delibera G.R. 17 aprile 2014, n. 453 “Rete escursionistica di valenza regionale della
Regione Basilicata”.
- Delibera G.R. 22 dicembre 2015, n. 1680 “Azioni integrative alla rete escursionistica
finalizzate all’accatastamento dei sentieri”.

REGIONE CAMPANIA
- L.R. 20 gennaio 2017, n. 2 “Norme per la valorizzazione della sentieristica e delle viabilità
minore”.
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Riferimenti Legislativi/Normativi

REGIONE MARCHE
- L.R. 18 gennaio 2010, n. 2 ”Istituzione della rete escursionistica della Regione Marche”.
- Delibera G.R. 1° agosto 2011, n. 1108 “L.R. n. 2/2010 - Approvazione del provvedimento
di attuazione della Rete escursionistica della Regione Marche (RESM)”.

Lombardia

Marche

REGIONE MOLISE
- L.R. 16 aprile 2003, n. 15 “Interventi per la tutela, lo sviluppo e la valorizzazione del
territorio montano” - Art. 27 - Catalogazione dei beni storico-culturali e degli itinerari
montani.
- Delibera G.R. 23 maggio 2017, n. 185 “Linee guida regionali per la standardizzazione delle
caratteristiche tecniche della segnaletica dei sentieri e della simbologia nella cartografia
escursionistica, per la definizione dei criteri per la realizzazione e la numerazione dei
sentieri e la pianificazione della rete sentieristica su scala regionale“.
PROVINCIA AUTONOMA DI BOLZANO
- L.P. 7 giugno 1982, n. 22 “Disciplina dei rifugi alpini nonché provvidenze a favore del
patrimonio alpinistico provinciale”.
- Convenzione 19 dicembre 2016 “Convenzione per la valorizzazione, la manutenzione, la
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Trentino

Piemonte

Puglia

Riferimenti Legislativi/Normativi

Riferimenti Legislativi/Normativi

gestione e l’utilizzo dei sentieri escursionistici in Alto Adige”.
- Delibera G.P. 17 gennaio 2017, n. 52 “Criteri per la concessione di agevolazioni per la
manutenzione ordinaria dei sentieri escursionistici”.
- Delibera G.P. 19 marzo 2019, n. 175 “Direttive sulla segnaletica uniforme dei sentieri”.

REGIONE SARDEGNA
- Delibera della G.R. 25/05/2008 n. 31/15 “P.O.R. 2000/2006 – Asse 4 – Misura 4.14- Azione
B: Valorizzazione ecologico sociale del patrimonio naturalistico e rurale. Programma
attuativo”
- L.R. 27 aprile 2016, n. 8 “Norme in materia di turismo” – artt. da 14-bis a 14-quater: “Rete
escursionistica regionale RES” (come integrata dagli artt. 27-31 della L.R. 28 luglio 2017, n. 16)
- Delibera G.R. 2 ottobre 2018, n. 48/36 “Atto di indirizzo integrativo per l’Agenzia FoReSTAS,
sulle linee guida per l’istituzione e gestione della Rete Escursionistica della Sardegna e delle
Ippovie”.

PROVINCIA AUTONOMA DI TRENTO
- L.P. 15 marzo 1993 n. 8 “Ordinamento dei rifugi alpini, bivacchi, sentieri e vie ferrate”
- Delibera G.P. 18 maggio 1995, n. 5794 “L.P. 15 marzo 1993, n. 8 - Ordinamento dei rifugi
alpini, bivacchi, sentieri e vie ferrate. Articolo 21 – Segnaletica”.
- Delibera G.P. 6 giugno 1997, n. 5918 “L.R. provinciale 15 marzo 1993, n. 8 - Ordinamento
dei rifugi alpini, bivacchi, sentieri e vie ferrate- articolo 21 - Segnaletica”.
- Delibera della G.P. 27 luglio 2001 n. 1930 incentivi degli investimenti nelle strutture
alpinistiche
- L.P. 19 febbraio 2002 n. 1 (art 44) Misure collegate alla manovra finanziaria 2002.
- L.P. 15 novembre 2007, n. 20 Modificazioni delle leggi provinciali … 15 marzo 1993, n. 8,
sui rifugi e i sentieri alpini.
- Decreto del Presidente della Provincia 20 ottobre 2008, n. 47-154/Leg “Approvazione del regolamento
di esecuzione della L.R. provinciale 15 marzo 1993, n. 8 «Ordinamento dei rifugi alpini,bivacchi, sentieri
e vie ferrate», come modificata dalla L.R. provinciale 15 novembre 2007, n. 20”.
- Determinazione del Dirigente del Servizio Turismo e Sport 21 dicembre 2018, n. 461
“Aggiornamento dell’elenco dei tracciati alpini. Iscrizione nell’elenco delle strutture
alpinistiche di sentieri alpini, sentieri alpini attrezzati, vie ferrate e vie alpinistiche, previsto
dall’articolo 2, comma 3 della legge provinciale 15 marzo 1993, n. 8 e s.m. - “Ordinamento
dei rifugi alpini, bivacchi, sentieri e vie ferrate”.
REGIONE PIEMONTE
- Delibera G.R. 2 dicembre 2002 n. 46-7923 “Unificazione della segnaletica dei sentieri sul
territorio della Regione Piemonte”
- Delibera G.R. 26 giugno 2003 n. 59-9770 “Istituzione della Consulta Regionale per la
sentieristica e approvazione del suo ordinamento”
- Delibera G.R. 4 novembre 2005 n. 60-1276 “Piano per l’adeguamento della rete sentieristica
regionale”
- Delibera G.R. 23/03/2009 n. 37-11086 “Approvazione della Rete escursionistica regionale
e del Catasto regionale dei percorsi escursionistici”
- L.R. 18 febbraio 2010 n. 12 “Recupero e valorizzazione del patrimonio escursionistico del
Piemonte”
- Decreto P.G.R. 16 novembre 2012, n. 9/R “Regolamento regionale recante: “Regolamento
di attuazione della L.R. regionale 18 febbraio 2010, n. 12 (Recupero e valorizzazione del
patrimonio escursionistico del Piemonte)”.
- Delibera G.R. 2 novembre 2016, n. 24-4149 “L.R. 18 febbraio 2010, n. 12. Recupero e
valorizzazione del Patrimonio escursionistico del Piemonte. Approvazione Protocollo
d’Intesa tra Regione Piemonte e Club Alpino Italiano - Regione Piemonte, per il
potenziamento e lo sviluppo della Rete del Patrimonio escursionistico sul territorio
regionale”.
REGIONE PUGLIA
- L.R. 25 agosto 2003 n.21 “Disciplina delle attività escursionistiche e reti escursionistiche
della Puglia”
- Regolamento 17 settembre 2007, n. 23 “Regolamento per l’attuazione della Rete
Escursionistica Pugliese”
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REGIONE TOSCANA
- L.R. 20 marzo 1998, n. 17 “Rete escursionistica della Toscana e disciplina delle attività
escursionistiche”.
- Delibera del Presidente della G.R.14 dicembre 2006, n. 61/R “Regolamento di attuazione
della L.R. regionale 20 marzo 1998, n. 17 (Rete escursionistica della Toscana e disciplina
delle attività escursionistiche)”.

Toscana

Umbria

REGIONE UMBRIA
- L.R. 2 giugno 1992 n. 9 “Norme per la programmazione, lo sviluppo e la disciplina della
viabilità minore e della sentieristica in Umbria”
- Delibera G.R.16 dicembre 2011, n. 1558 “Individuazione ed approvazione dello schema di
rete di mobilità ecologica di interesse regionale”.
- L.R. 21 gennaio 2015, n. 1 “Testo unico governo del territorio e materie correlate.” - Artt.
175- 176 Rete escursionistica di interesse interregionale, regionale e complementare.
- Delibera G.R. 28 dicembre 2016, n. 1633 “Rete escursionistica regionale. Adozione del
Disciplinare tecnico per l’allestimento della rete dei sentieri della regione Umbria”.
REGIONE VALLE D’AOSTA
- L.R. 26 aprile 93 n. 21 “Interventi volti a promuovere lo sviluppo alpinistico ed
escursionistico”
- Delibera G.R. 23 marzo 2012, n. 597 “Aggiornamento delle disposizioni relative a criteri
e modalità per la concessione dei contributi previsti dalla L.R. n. 4/2004 per lo sviluppo
alpinistico ed escursionistico, da ultimo modificata con L.R. n. 33/2011“.

Veneto

REGIONE VENETO
- L.R. 4 novembre 2002 n. 33 “Testo unico delle leggi regionali in materia di turismo”
- Delibera G.R.22 gennaio 2008, n. 2 “Definizione della nuova segnaletica dei sentieri alpini
e delle vie ferrate (Legge regionale del 4 novembre 2002, n. 33, art. 113, co. 2)“.
- Delibera della G.R. 15/07/2008 n. 1938 “Criteri per l’esame dei progetti di sentieri alpini
e vie ferrate da parte della commissione regionale per i problemi del turismo di alta
montagna, ai fini dell’iscrizione nel catasto regionale previsto dall’articolo 114 della L.R. n.
33 del 4 novembre 2002 e per la loro successiva attuazione e gestione”
- Delibera Giunta regionale 17 luglio 2012, n. 1358 “Protocollo d’intesa tra Regione e CAI
Veneto per il potenziamento e lo sviluppo del turismo montano sul territorio regionale“.
- L.R. 14 giugno 2013, n. 11 “Sviluppo e sostenibilità del turismo veneto“ - Art. 48-bis.
Turismo di montagna.
- Delibera G.R. 22 giugno 2016, n. 952 “Legge regionale 14 giugno 2013, n. 11 “Sviluppo
e sostenibilità del turismo veneto”. Articolo 48-bis. Individuazione elenco regionale dei
“sentieri alpini” e modifica degli elenchi delle “vie ferrate” e dei “sentieri attrezzati” approvati
con D.G.R. n. 2748 del 24 dicembre 2012“.
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Legge Regionale 27 febbraio 2017,
n. 5 “Rete escursionistica della
Lombardia”
http://normelombardia.
consiglio.regione.lombardia.it/
NormeLombardia/Accessibile/
main.aspx?view=showdoc&iddoc
=lr002017022700005
Regolamento regionale di
attuazione della legge regionale 27
febbraio 2017 n. 5 “Rete
escursionistica della Lombardia”
Delibera Giunta Regionale Lombardia n.
6904 del 24/07/2017
http://www.anci.lombardia.it/dettagliocircolari/2017731179-lr-5-2017-rel-eregolamentorel/
www.anci.lombardia.it
SEGNALETICA - L’adozione ufficiale in
Lombardia della segnaletica CAI (L.R.
n. 5/2017, art. 6 comma 1) stabilisce
che “Nei punti di partenza e lungo i
percorsi inclusi nella REL è apposta la
segnaletica direzionale unificata di tipo
orizzontale e verticale approvata dal
consiglio centrale del
CAI, integrata con le specifiche tecniche
definite dalla Giunta regionale ”.
Il Regolamento attuativo della
norma regionale recepisce quindi la
tipologia di segnaletica CAI e la integra
con ulteriori specifiche tecniche circa
la segnaletica per la fruizione della REL
con racchette da neve.
Di questa particolare segnaletica si
riporta un estratto.
SEGNALETICA INVERNALE
ITINERARI PER RACCHETTE DA NEVE
La Delibera n. 6904 del 24/07/2017
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della Giunta Regione Lombardia
con l’approvazione del Regolamento
regionale di attuazione della Legge
regionale 27 febbraio 2017 n. 5 “Rete
escursionistica della Lombardia”, con
i relativi allegati, stabilisce le specifiche
tecniche per la segnaletica invernale
degli itinerari per racchette da neve.
Di particolare dettaglio le disposizioni
previste:
a) Tabella tematica di inizio
percorso in lega di alluminio
antiossidante su cui applicare stralcio
cartografico e descrizione del percorso
con relativi dati tecnici e avvertenze.
Misure: lunghezza 40 cm, altezza 30
cm, spessore 2 - 5 mm.

b) Indicatori di direzione in lega di
alluminio antiossidante che riportano:
- nella facciata anteriore, dall’alto
verso il basso, meta ravvicinata, meta
intermedia e meta finale dell’itinerario,
con sviluppo espresso in km e dislivello
in salita e discesa espresso in metri;
nello spazio della freccia compare il
logo dell’escursionista con racchette
da neve.
- nella facciata posteriore gli eventuali
loghi. Misure: lunghezza 41 cm, altezza
12 cm, spessore 6 mm.
Verniciati su tutta la superficie con
colore rosa TELEMAGENTA RAL 4010.
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I contenuti sono gli stessi previsti nelle
specifiche CAI. Misure: lunghezza 25
cm, altezza 15 cm, spessore 8 mm

c) Frecce monodirezionali (colore
rosa TELEMAGENTA RAL 4010) in
lega di alluminio antiossidante, che
riportano:
- sulla facciata anteriore, al centro, il solo logo
dell’escursionista con racchette da neve.
- sulla facciata posteriore gli eventuali loghi.
Misure: lunghezza 30 cm, altezza 12 cm,
spessore 6 mm

d) Frecce bidirezionali (colore rosa
TELEMAGENTA RAL 4010) in lega di
alluminio antiossidante, che riportano:
- sulla facciata anteriore, al centro, il solo logo
dell’escursionista con racchette da neve
- sulla facciata posteriore gli eventuali
loghi Misure: lunghezza 41 cm, altezza
12 cm, spessore 6 mm

e) Tabelle di località con sfondo
di colore bianco, realizzate in lega di
alluminio antiossidante.

Nome
Località
000m
Tabella località
Indica la località in cui ci si trova
e la quota altimetrica (25x15)

f) Pali di sostegno
Tipicamente è previsto l’uso di tubi
di ferro zincato a caldo con tappo
superiore in plastica, diametro 48 mm,
spessore 2 mm, altezza 270 cm.
Possono essere ammessi anche
materiali diversi quali legno o plastica.
Ulteriori dettagli tecnici si trovano alle
pagg. 69-75 del citato Regolamento.
SUI PERCORSI AD USO MISTO
Riteniamo utile evidenziare in
questa pubblicazione un estratto
delle regole di fruizione dei percorsi
inseriti nella Rete Escursionistica
della Lombardia con le relative
limitazioni della fruizione multipla.
L’art. 5 del Regolamento attuativo
specifica che la fruizione dei percorsi
inseriti nella REL è consentita a piedi, in
bicicletta, anche a pedalata assistita ad
alimentazione elettrica, a cavallo o a
dorso di altri animali da sella e da soma
e con mezzi non motorizzati, fatte
salve specifiche prescrizioni e modalità
più restrittive di utilizzo per ragioni di
sicurezza, per particolari caratteristiche
o condizioni dei percorsi e degli
ambienti attraversati.
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Possono essere individuati nel
catasto della REL percorsi a fruizione
specifica quali i percorsi invernali,
cicloescursionistici, anche per e-bike, le
ippovie e i percorsi per diversamente
abili. L’art. 6 invece specifica le
Limitazioni alla fruizione multipla e
stabilisce che la fruizione dei percorsi
della REL con bicicletta, mountain bike
(MTB) o bicicletta a pedalata assistita
(E- bike) è consentita sui percorsi
che presentano caratteristiche tali
da permettere l’agevole passaggio
contemporaneo di utenza multipla.
Laddove il percorso presenti tratti
con caratteristiche, quali, ad esempio,
elevata pendenza, larghezza limitata
o particolare tipologia di fondo, tali
da impedire la fruizione multipla o da
renderla difficoltosa per la sicurezza
degli utenti, l’ente territorialmente
competente può:
a) mantenere la fruizione multipla,
qualora l’incidenza dei tratti non adatti
a tale uso sia poco significativa rispetto
alla totalità del percorso, imponendo il
transito con il mezzo a mano nei tratti
in cui l’incrocio con altri utenti sia
difficoltoso e apponendo le specifiche
avvertenze e segnalazioni destinate alla
sicurezza degli escursionisti;
b) interdire, utilizzando il simbolo
di divieto riportato nell’allegato 2, la
fruizione con biciclette o mountain
bikes qualora l’incidenza dei tratti non
adatti a tale uso sia significativa rispetto
alla totalità del percorso;
c) consentire attività sportive diverse
dall’escursionismo sia a piedi che in
bicicletta, mountain bike o bicicletta a
pedalata assistita, come il downhill.
Nei percorsi di interesse storicoculturale, paesaggistico-ambientale e
religioso può essere interdetto
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il transito delle biciclette, mountain
bikes o biciclette a pedalata assistita al
fine di non arrecare danni.
La fruizione della REL a cavallo o
a dorso di altri animali da sella o
da soma è consentita sui percorsi
che presentano caratteristiche tali
da permettere l’agevole passaggio
contemporaneo da parte di più utenti.
Laddove il percorso presenti tratti
con caratteristiche tali da impedire la
fruizione multipla o da renderla
difficoltosa, ai fini della sicurezza
degli utenti, l’ente territorialmente
competente può:
a) interdire, utilizzando il simbolo
di divieto riportato nell’allegato 2, la
fruizione a cavallo o a dorso di altri
animali, qualora l’incidenza dei tratti non
adatti a tale uso sia significativa rispetto
alla totalità del percorso;
b) mantenere la fruizione multipla
del percorso qualora l’incidenza dei
tratti non adatti alla fruizione a cavallo
o a dorso di altri animali sia poco
significativa rispetto alla totalità del
percorso, imponendo il transito a piedi
nei tratti in cui l’incrocio con altri utenti
sia difficoltoso; su tali percorsi devono
essere apposte le specifiche avvertenze
e segnalazioni destinate alla sicurezza
degli escursionisti.
Nei percorsi di interesse storicoculturale può essere interdetto il
transito dei cavalli o di altri animali
al fine di non arrecare danni.
Le limitazioni del presente articolo
possono riguardare anche i percorsi
della REL presenti all’interno delle aree
di parchi, riserve ed altre aree naturali
protette.
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Simboli della segnaletica
dei sentieri del CAI

Tabella località
Indica la località in cui ci si trova, la relativa
quota altimetrica e facoltativamente, le
coordinate geografiche e codice QR-code
(cm 25 x 15)
Segnavia bianco-rosso
Indica la continuità del sentiero
(cm 15 x 8)
Tabella “Sentiero per escursionisti esperti”
Indica un sentiero impegnativo
(cm 25 x 15)

Segnavia con numero
Indica la continuità ed il numero del sentiero
(cm 15 x 8)

Tabella per sentieri tematici
Evidenzia l’interesse prevalente di un sentiero:
geologico, storico, naturalistico etc.
(cm 25 x 15)

Tabella “Rispetta la natura segui il sentiero”
Invita a camminare entro il sentiero
(cm 25 x 15)
Tabella segnavia
Indica la direzione delle località di destinazione
del sentiero, il tempo indicativo per raggiungerle
ed eventuali informazioni aggiuntive
(cm 55 x 15)

Segnale di sorgente - presenza acqua
Indica la presenza, la direzione e la distanza di una fonte
d’acqua dal sentiero
( cm 20 x 4)

Tabella per via ferrata
Invita ad usare l’autoassicurazione, a controllare la
stabilità di attrezzature e corde fisse prima di affidarvisi e
a segnalare eventuali danni
(cm 25 x 33)

Tabellina segnavia MTB
Indica la direzione del percorso per mountain bike
con il relativo numero e nome d’itinerario
(cm 15 x 8)

1

Ometto di pietre
Indica la continuità del sentiero su terreni aperti d’alta
montagna
Picchetto segnavia
Indica la continuità del sentiero su prati e pascoli
(cm 7-8 x 100-120)
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Tabellone o pannello d’insieme
Rappresenta la rete escursionistica locale (cm 140 x 110)
1. cartografia schematica rete escursionistica
e riferimenti geografici della zona
2. elenco degli itinerari escursionistici
3. note inquadramento ambientale e storico

3

2
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Prospetto dei simboli della segnaletica dei sentieri
approvato dal Consiglio Centrale del Club Alpino Italiano
il 27.11.1999 ed aggiornato il 27.06.2015
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